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‘A Little Pilgrim in the Unseen.’
By Mrs. Oliphant.
‘Mrs. Oliphant stood first, perhaps, amongst present day novelists in
the Queen’s estimation; nearly all her books are in the library at
Windsor. That exquisite story,‘A Little Pilgrim in the Unseen,’was
of great interest to tho Queen, who, einco the death of the Prince Consort,
has had » special liking for writings dealing with the mystic ar.d unseen/
—‘Quiver,’ for March.
1 “A Little Pilgrim in tbe Unseen ” is an Easter story in which the con
ceptions of God and the hereafter, with which we are familiar, are very
prettily brought out. There is a ebarm of simplicity in the story which
should make it acceptable to all, even though they would be terrified by
the Spiritualism which it oontains but does not montion, or by the un
orthodox but beautiful religious sentiments that are propounded in it
, . . . the story is charmingly told, and is of special interest to
Spiritualists. —‘M. A.’ (Oxon), in ‘ Light.*

SWITHINS LANE,
(Established 1867),

Love, Woman, Marriage.

FIRE Insurances from £100 to £100,000 promptly placed
at best terms with the leading Companies.
LIFE Insurances to meet every requirement.
ACCIDENTS provided for, including Employers’ Liability.
MARINE Risks underwritten at Lloyd’s, and Clerks’ or
other GUARANTEES nogotiatod.
BURGLARY Insurances.

A work devoted to the study of

Magnetic Attraction. The Mystery of Mysteries.

Seership, Guide to Soul Sight.

10*. Gd.

Clairvoyance, or SomnAmbulio

Vision, its art and culture, with rules for its attainment. 9s.

After Death: or Disembodiment of Man. 10s. 6d.
Soul World. The Homes of the Death 10s. fid.
Pre-Adamite Man. Showing the Existence of the Human Race
upon this earth 100,000 years ago. 9s.
Address : Kate O. Randolph, M.D., 210, Bancroft-street, Toledo,
8hio, U.8.A.; or to order by her English Agents, J. J. Morsi, 26,
snaburgh-street, Euston-road, N.W.; and Nichols A Co., Publishers,
28, Oxford-street, London, W.
Originally Established, 1888.

MRS. J. J. MORSE’S HOTEL,
FLORENCE
26,

OSNABURGH

STREET,

HOUSE,

REGENTS PARK, LONDON, N.W.

THE ONLY SPIRITUALIST HOTEL IN LONDON.

E.C.,

Invite Proposals for Insurance of all Descriptions.

Price Twopence.

Per Pout, 10a Ukl. per annum.

WORKS BY P. B. RANDOLPH.

IJNTSTTLR.A.JSrCIE.

THEOBALD BROTHERS,

[» Newspaper.J

Eulis : The Third Revelation of Soul and Sex. A work con
taining many secret and inner doctrines of the Rosicrucians. In it
and by it both man and woman have not merely the road to enor
mous power, mental and individual, bat the grana energy of effecting
wished-for change in others, prolongation of life, and rendering
existence a road to perpetual Joy. 10a. 6d.

Cloth, ts. 9d., post fret, from Office of 1 Light,' 110, St.
Martinis-lane, IY.C.

S3, ST.

doth make manifest is light.”— Paul.

The Hotel is very centrally situated. All Places of Amusement, Busi
ness, or General Interest are easily and cheaply accessible. The main
lines of railway have their termini within a shilling cab ride. Omnibuses
from ami to all railways ami places of amusement pass within ten doors
of the house. A Smoking Room.
Every attention is paid to cleanliness and comfort, by which, combined
with moderate charges, the Hotel has always been so well and
favourably known as a “ Home from Home ” by its many patrons.
Full tariff sent, post free. Letters and telegrams promptly attended
to. Address all communications to Mrs. J J. Morsk._______________

B R I G H T O N.—A THEN/EUM HALL.
On MONDAY, APRIL Jib,

A BOOK OF COMFORT AND GOOD COUNSEL FOR ALL.

ZMIZR. J". CT. MOHSE

Bal-lined edition, prettily Printed and Bound for presentation.

LANTERN LECTURE on SPIRITUALISM: Its Origin,
Growth, Work, and Workers.

A YEAR BOOK OF GOOD COUNSEL:
Homilies in Little from Day to Day throughout
the Year.

WILL DELIVER HIS

Doors open at 7.30, to commence at S p.m. Admission 6d«, is., and
reserved, 2s. Tickets may bo obtained at 10a, East-street, and 1,
Hanover-crescent, Brighton.
____________________________

A BOOK FOR HOLIDAY OR TRAVEL.
Just Published. Prico Is.

By the Author of “FROM OVER THE TOMB,” Ac.
Clolh, extra, gill over red, 3s. net. Limp cloth, gilt over red,
rounded corners,

POEMS BY COUNT ERNEST (F. W. Thurston, M.A.).
/Jewries, Fantasias, and Songs. Poetry of the Inner
Life and Mystic Philosophy.

J. BALE A 8ON8, Gt. Titohfield Street, W., and all Booksellers,

Ward, Lock, & Co., Loudon, New York, and Melbourne.
‘Light’ Office and all Booksellers.

Also at

CIRCLE WANTED.

ady and Gentleman desirous of finding a
J place on South Coast. where private or public circles are held, could
anyone give addresses ?—H. E. Burnand, Durley Grange, Chine-crescent,
Bournemouth West.

SEANCES

A Revised Esoteric.Vols. I. and II., bs.tid. each ; condition as new.—
O. W. Rsa ding, Croy aon Villa, Codrington-road, Ramsgate.
APARTMENTS

Sitting

FURNISHED.

and Bedrooms, also Bed Sitting-

rooms; home comforts; house surrounded by gardens; mott
has ‘thy locality.—Mrs. Grace, 8, Harrington-squarv, Hampsteadtoad, N.W.

BRIGHTON.

M

will hold a select Sdanco at 89, Freshfield-road, Brighton, every
Monday and Thursday, at 7.15 for 7.45 p.m. No admittance after 7 45.
Feo 2s. 6d. Private sittings by appointment.

BOOKS FOR SALE.

Uor Sale.—Butler’s ‘ Solar Biology,’ 15s.;

IN

rs. Perry, Clairvoyant and Psychometrist,
By H. R. HA WEIS, M.A.

‘ fTVHE DEAD PULPIT.’—With chapters upon the Prophets
1.of the Transition, F. Denison Maurice, Dean Stanley,
The Now Pulpit, The New Clergy, Wit and Humour in the
Pulpit, Tho Church and Stage, Life Beyond the Grave, G boats,
Universal Church, Immaculate Conception, Last Judgment,
With Portrait. Largo crown 8vo.» cloth, 7s. fid.
May be obtained

from

Office of ‘Licht,’ 110, St. Martins
Lank, w.c.
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ealing Abt.--F.OMERiN,G.C.E.B.,K.Ch.ni.,

Psychology and Mental Sciences

>

BY

Fellow of several Soientifio and other Learned Societies.—
Bulstrode-btbket, Cavendthh-square. W.

Mb. FRANK H. RANDALL (Psychologist).

Magnetism.—Mr. W. II. Edwards,

Obviously there is great need for practical instruction in the several
phases of Psychology, of which most students have a theoretical
knowledge.
In this connection Mr. FRANK H. RANDALL begs to announce
that every facility is now offered for the instruction of students who
wish to take Personal Lessons iu either MESMERISM, HYPNOTISM
HEALING ART, or other Mental Sciences, and that he is prepared to
make special arrangements for pupils who desire to become Practical
Mesmeric Operators. Interviews can be arranged for the evening
when desired, or Mr. Randall will be pleased to visit by appointment °
The Office and Consulting-rooms of Mr. Frank H. Randall are now
at No. 11, Victoria Street, Westminster, London, S.W., where
inquirers and clients are invited to write (stamp) or call.

urative

Clairvoyant and Magnetic Healer, whose remarkable cures are well
authenticated and equal anything recooled, undertakes cases by appoint
ment only. Mr. Edwards’s guides diagnose disease, and have cured cases
when other magnetisers have utterly failed. Mr. Edwards guarantees to
relieve pain. Consultations 5s.—56, Lyndhurst-road, Peckham, S.E. (near
Rye-lane Station).

■Ifiss MacCreadie, Clairvoyante and Psycho■i-'-l. nietrist. Hours 2 to 6 p.m., Saturdays excepted.—8. Oxford and
Cambridge Mansions, Flat E (close to Edgware-road Station). W.

Mr. J. J. Vango, Clairvoyant and Healing
Hi Medium. At home daily from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., or by appointment.
Stances for investigators Monday and Thursday evenings, at 8 p.m.;
also Sunday morning at 11 a.m.—283, Ladbroke-grove, W. (close to
Notting Hill Station). Open to appointments.

Mrs. Brenchley, Normal Clairvoyant, Psycho-

metrist, Healing. Diseases diagnosed. (Hours 12 till 4 p.m.,
private sittings, from 5s.) After 4 p.m. by appointment. Seances for in
vestigators, Tuesdays. 8 p.m. 8.15, Is. Send Photo, Letter, or Hair. Fee
2s. 6d.—Ill, St. Thomas’s-road, Finsbury Park, N. Close to Station.

Miss
i!i
iu

Findlay, 1, Portsea-place, Connaught-

. square, W., Business and Medical Psychometrist.—At home daily.

agnetic Healer and Certificated Masseuse.—

M

Apply by letter, Mrs. Dsmer-Cspe, Home Villa, Lewisham-park, S.E

Mediumship is purely a constitutional state,
JLTJL and may be scientifically cultured and developed by scientific
methods.—Prof. Timson, F.B.P. A. Persons seeking special advice on the
above should write, with stamped address, to Professor Timson. F.B.P.A..
who claims the highest success of any tutor in the psychological sciences,
Hydro’., Leicester.

b.

Hagon, Clairvoyant, Psychometrist, and

M
Helena

Speaker At home daily from U a.m. to 4 p.m. Public seances
Sunday and Wednesday, 8 p.m. till 10 p.m. 16, Percy-road, Shepherd’s
Bush, London.

Kara, Clairvoyante and

Healing

Medium, has returned from abroad after her much-needed rest, and
will continue her work at 18, Osborn e-terrace, Clapham-road, S.W. At
home 12 am. to 6 p.m. Open to appointments.

Dy letter only.

Horoscope or Talisman, &c.

JD Terms on application to ‘ Regulus ’ the Astrologer, care of 28, Laundroad, Huddersfield.

'Mesmerism! by Frank II. Randall, post free, Is. 9d. and 3s. !)</.

ASTROLOGY.

G. WILDE WILL

CAST YOUR HOROSCOPE

And tell yon what the' STARS IN THEIR COURSES have in
store for you. Terms on application.

Address:—G. WILDE, Occult Book Company,
6. Central-street, Halifax, Yorkshire.
W. T. Stead, Esq., Editor of the ‘ Review of Reviews ’ writes :—
' Mowbray House, Norfolk-street., Strand, London, W.C.
G. Wilde, Esq.
‘ August 23rd, 1893.
Dear Sir,—I yesterday read over your horoscope to the subject of it—
the test case, I mean. You will be pleased to know that both he and I
were immensely staggered by your success. You had hit off with extra
ordinary accuracy so many events of his past life that it was quite
wonderful.—I am, yours very truly,
(Signed)
‘ W. T. Stead.’
‘ Mr. Wilde was extraordinarily successful with Mr. Pearson, for whom
he did a very elaborate horoscope, which was right as to the past, and has
since been verified in relation to matters which were then in the future.’
—‘ Borderland,’ October, 1897.

London Spiritualist Alliance,
110, ST. MARTIN’S LANE, W.O.
Limited by Guarantee, and not having a Capital Divided
into Shares.

Established 1884.

Incorporated 1896.

By the Memorandum of Association the Members are Prohibited
from receiving any personal benefit, by way of profit, from the income
or property of the Society.

A YOUNG FRENCH LADY,

Who holds high-class certificates (brevets

Members of Council.

V »
superieurs), seeks a position as teacher in a good English School
for Ladies.—Address, ‘Mlle.,’ care of Editor of ‘ Light.’

E. Dawson Rogers, President

A PROFESSOR

n a French provincial University is prepared

I

to receive as Boarder a young man who desires to improve his French,
and who could also follow tbe University lectures on Science, the Arts,
Ph'loeopby. Law, or Medicine.—Address, ‘ Dr,’ care of Editor of * Light.’

THERAPEUTIC MAGNETISM.

Cures effected and pain quickly allayed

by

Alabio A. Watts,
Hon. Percy Wyndham,

Vice- Presidents.

Henry Withall, Hon. Treasurer.

Mrs. W. P. Browne.
Rev. J. Page Hopps.
J. F. Collingwood.
W. J. Lucking.
J. J. Morse.
Major-General Dbayson.
T. Everitt.
Miss Rowan Vincent.
R. Harte.
Miss H. Withall.
G. Wyld, M.D.

This Alliance has been formed for the purpose of uniting together
persons interested in the study of Psychical or Spiritualistic Phenomena,
which throw fresh light upon the nature of man, and reveal him as sur
viving the change of death. It also provides opportunities of investiga
tion, and affords information by means of papers and discussions.
Rooms are occupied at the above address, where Members and
Associates can meet, and where they can read the special journals and
SOI'BNTII'IO PALMISTRY.
use the library of works on Psychical and Occult Science. The reading
room isopen daily to Members and Associates from 10 to 6. Social gather
assandra has removed to 32, York-place,
ings are also held from time to time, of which due notice is given.
Portman-square, W. Hours, 12 to 5; Saturdays also. Fee, 10s. 6d.
The subscription of Members is fixed at a minimum rate of one
* She has great gifts.’—‘ Light,’ November 7th, 1896. ‘ She read my hand guinea,
and of Associates at half a guinea, per annum.
quite wonderfully.*—* Weekly Bun.’
Information will be gladly afforded by the Secretary, at the Rooms,
110, St. Martin's-lane, W.O.
ASTROLOGY,
*#* Subscriptions should be made payable to the Hon. Treasurer,
Henry Witball, Gravel Lane, Southwark, London, S.E., and are due on
January
1st in each year.
‘ Magus’ gives Map of Nativity, Mental
jjJL qualities, Health, Profession in life, Marriage, Children, best
Notices of all meetings will appear regularly in ‘ Light.’
K'laces, <kc_, and two years’ directions, for 5s. Horary question. Is.
P. D. Godfrey, Secretary and Librarian.
iagnosis of Disease from a Lock of Hair, free. Enclose particulars of
age, sex, state if married, with stamped envelope.—’ Magus,’ 15, Florenceroad, Seacombe, Cheshire.
Dr. Blackburn, at the above address, is open for a few Resident
Patients. Massage, electricity, steam and shower baths. Term*, in
clusive, 25s. per week. Healthy seashore view.

H. J. Sedway, who undertakes cases by appointment. He also
possesses a most remarkable and perfectly safe remedy known as
‘Trovatolo,’ for internal and external use, essential to have in every
household. In bottles, at Is. Ijd. and 2s. 9d.; postage 2d. extra.—Address,
38, Warwick-road, Ezrl’s Court,. London, S W.

C

DOES GOD CARE?

The Second and Revised Edition is now ready. One Shilling.

pabinet Photograph of the late William

V7 Stainton Moses (‘ M.A0xon.’), 9d. Only a very few of tbe above
now remain for sale,—Office of ‘Light/ 110, St. Martin’s lane, W.Q.

London: ELLIOT STOCK, and all Booksellers;
or post free from J. Pace Horrs, South Norwood Hill, London.
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SPECIAL NOTICE.
In consequence of the recurrence of Good Friday, next
week's 1 Light ’ will—in order to meet the business requirements
of the Newsagents—be sent to press on Tuesday, so that any
communication intended for that issue must reach us by Monday
morning.
NOTES

BY

THE

manifest is lioht. "—Paul.

WAY.

The series of gatherings in Manchester, from April Sth
to 12th, deserve the cordial approval and support of all
Spiritualists. The Bazaar, in St. James’s (small) Hall, will
be open each day; but on Good Friday and Easter Sunday
there will be important meetings in the great Hall. On
Good Friday, tea at 4 p.m., and ‘ a happy evening of song,
music, and speech ’ at 6 p.m. On Easter Sunday, at 2 p.m.,
a United Lyceums’ Demonstration, with procession, and
march to the Hall: and at 6.15 p.m., ‘ A public Spiritual
Service.’
The Programme indicates considerable courage and
zeal, and everyone will be heartily glad to hear of successful
results.

We have received a copy of a remarkably original book
‘by Catherine Alice Gibbons, A Woman of Israel, Widow?
It is entitled * Sinless Life on Earth,’ and is published by
Morton and Burt, London. It is a work by no means easy
to describe. To some people it would only be so much
rhapsody and rant: and yet there is not a little beauty
and many brilliant flashes of pure light in it. But we arc
afraid it is, in the main, too highly pitched, both in senti
ment and style.
The writer pleads fervently and excitedly for the
sinless life; and a vital part of this appears to be the
surrender of homo and money, in order to help the poor.
' Oh, can we not all do more 1 ’ she cries. ‘ Can we not give
up morel Not a tenth—but all we have. Give it to
whomsoever requires it. Can we not all go into the streets,
and, at our very doors, pick up the starving, the homeless,
the broken-hearted, and give them rest and peace ? Can
wo not give up more, more, more, all, everything we ha’’O 11
Yes; wo could: but can we guarantee the result ? We
arc afraid this ‘counsel of perfection,’ if followed, would
do an immense amount of harm. Whothcr it would do
more harm than good, it is not easy to say.
It gives us no pleasure to even thus far chill oft’ this
splendid enthusiast, but wo have been asked for an opinion,
and wo give it. The book is beautifully produced, and, we
believe, is moderate in price. It contains a very high-class
portrait of the writer, followed by a curiously nalvo reason

for inserting it.

[a Newspaper.]

PRICE TWOPENCE.

But tho whole thing is curious,—intense

Theology and passionate adoration of Christ included.

‘Spiritualism: whence is it I’ published without author’s
name (London: Lucas Collins); is, we are inclined to think,
a work of fiction. But the story may be true.
We have
known experiences like it. If true, the story mainly shows
the perils of ignorance; for, if the writer had been better
informed, she could not have got into her horribly ridiculous
messes. An introduction, by a Mr. Holland, vigorously
endorses the reality of spirit-communion.
He sayss
‘A careful and thoughtful observance of spiritualistic
phenomena must bring the conviction home that the
facts of Spiritualism are true? Then follow the usual stale
but hysterical references to Satan. There is, however, one
fresh suggestion here. It is put forth in the form of a
quotation from one who ‘with wisdom’ has said that the
denial of tho genuineness of Spiritualism may proceed from
Satan! Surely, Satan is being worked a good deal too

hard I
If the story told by the lady is true, we are sincerely
sorry for her. She was unfortunate, and she was unpre
pared ; and she is now extravagant in the conclusions she
so vehemently draws. Her excitability is apparent in every
line of her book. Her general knowledge may be gathered
from the fact that she hits out at ‘that debasing and
logically untenable Evolution theory,’ and says of it that
it ‘has been virtually overthrown by science? We are

indeed sorry for this poor lady.

‘The Pontefract Express,’ with evident appreciation,
quotes the following summaries of the religious principles
of Spiritualism, written by Mr. 0. Ware and Mr. J.
Johnson:—

I will state succinctly, for the information of yourreaders,
what are the chief principles or doctrines of the religion of
Spiritualism. These include the Universal Fatherhood of
God ; the brotherhood of humanity ; man a spiritual being
now; certainty of life after death and conscious existence for
every human being ; communion between earth and all
other spheres of existence ; unlimited progress in know
ledge and goodness both here and hereafter; retribution and
compensation for wrongs done and suffered ; and happiness
as the result of righteous living—‘as a man soweth, so shall
he also reap?
It is written, and Spiritualists believe, that ‘‘God is not
mocked ; be not deceived ; for whatsoever a man soweth,
that shall he also reap I' If a man is wicked here, as a
universal law of tho creation he shall reap the reward of the
same, not as a punishment, but as the inevitable sequence of
his wrong-doing. Not a word is here said of the remission of
sin. To speak, then, of a vicarious atonement in this age
of education, is repulsive to reason.

Then tho Editor adds the following statement, which, as
Hamlot said, ‘ must give us pauso ’:—
From these two passages the ordinary reader, we think,
will have no difficulty in arriving at what constitutes the
line of cleavage between Christianity and Spiritualism as
systems of religion.
That is just tho mistake people are apt to malm.
‘ Christianity ’ ought not to' mean Calvinism or any system
of belief.
It is an inspiration, a spirit, a life. Any way,
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there are multitudes of persons to whom tho thoughts set
forth by Mr. Ware and Mr. Johnson are pre-eminently the

it is this sumo arrogance which underlies tho damnatc
croods of Christendom and tho too familiar assertion t|„/

‘The line of

Spiritualism is of the Devil. It is only by a miracle m
mercy that a man who really thinks he has an infallibl

thoughts they identify with Christianity.

cleavage’ is not where ‘The Pontefract Express’ says

revelation can bo oithor decently charitable or perfectly

it is.

sane.
‘Whence and Whither?’ by Anna Blackwell (London:

George Redway), is a very small book with a very great

‘The Lyceum Banner* comes out this week os ‘A

thought in it.
Its sub-title is ‘Correlation between
philosophic convictions and social forms.* Recognising the
inflooding of Materialism with its ‘ denial of the ideas of
a Creative and Overruling Power distinct from the Crea
tion, of the Soul, and of human duty, responsibility, and
destiny,’ this writer sees in it ‘less a denial of those
fundamental intuitions of the human mind than a rejection

grand Commemoration double number,’ containing
brief account of tho Origin of Modem Spiritualism,’ ‘Our
Lyceums; Past, present, and future,’ and a varioty of
Articles and Illustrations specially bearing upon what h
called ‘The Jubilee of Modern Spiritualism.’

of the unsound and arbitrary theoretic assumptions on

which they have hitherto rested.’
‘The Materialistic
hypothesis should, therefore, be regarded as only a passing
phase of the reaction of modem science against assump
tions which must necessarily be cleared away before those
fundamental elements of human belief can be securely
established on the solid ground of scientific and rational
conviction.’
Hence, ‘the Materialistic protest’ has done
* immense service to the ideas which it aims at destroying.’
How, this little work proceeds to show.
Materialism is teaching us a great lesson in the unifying
of all forces, and of all forms of life. But it halts far too
soon, and takes no account of the greater while it magnifies
the less.
The corrective is rapidly coming to the front;
and, as usual, in a despised form. What that corrective is
may be gathered from the following passage:—

It is evidently impossible to overrate the influences which
the establishment of intelligent communication between
the surface and the spirit-sphere of our planet must neces
sarily exercise in shaping tne new phase of conviction and
action towards which wp are tending.
Apropos of our notice of ‘The Gospel of Common
Sense,’ Cav. Sebaotiano Fenzi sends us certain of bis poems
intended to set forth such a Gospel. They are in Italian
and English. Of the Italian we cannot judge: but the
English rather beats us too. The sentiment is excellent;
but we are disposed to think that the writer would, on the
whole, have done better with the medium of plain prose.
However, the verses have a quaint simplicity which is not
without character; and such verses as the following are,

at all events, entirely wholesome :—
Let us fight bravely on. and cheer
In this our race our brethren on,
As all, both strong or weak, are dear
To Him who guides the mote, the Sun.
We all shall reap, as here we've sown,
Our harvest in the near beyond ;
And they a richer boon shall own,
Who did to goodness best respond.
During Lent, Father Ignatius preached at St Sepul
chre’s, Holborn, and st St. Andrew’s by the Wan!robe,
City. The congregations are put down as ‘ enormous.’ At
St. Andrew’s, on one occasion, be said ; —

Gentlemen, you seidoni hear in these days of the person
ality ®f the Devil, pet this Book (striking the Bible), which
needs no justification from me, contains his history, which
is the very raison Mln »>f the existence of Christianity.
Whilfc however, the Devil is seldom mentioned in our
churches, he is openly worshipped in Europe and America.
When, too,you read Sir Edwin Arnold’s accountsof Buddhist
priests you are not reading the history of men. but of men
inspired by demons described by St. Paul as the powers of
the air.
We are quite familiar with this egotistical and insolent
weapon. It is so easy to back up one’s own inspiration by
God by saying that the people across the road are inspired
by the Devil. It was this Christian arrogance which, in
days gone by, led to the socalled ‘ religious wars'; and

Really, these astrologers must rub their eyes. This,
from ‘ Coming Events,’ is surely a record bad shot ;—

The Weather.
In England, March opens with cold weather, chill winds,
and some downfall: milder in second week, but windy;
third week, mild and fine for the season: last week warmer,
with fine growing weather. The month will be boisterous
in the first half and genial in the latter half.

‘ Zadkiel’s Almanac,’ however, did much better.
Its
forecast, written last June and published in October, said:
‘March comes in like a lion, with stormy and biting
weather, much snow in places. Storm periods: 2nd, Sth
or 9th, 16th, 22nd, and 25th.’
We gladly give publicity to the following paragraphs
from a declaration lately sent out by The Society for the

Protection of Birds :—
It is with sorrow and shame that we have to confess that
the fashion of using the plumage of birds for millinery pur
poses continues unabated, that, in fact, it has assumed
greater proportions than ever.
This can be fully evidenced by studying the catalogues
of the firms who sell the freshly imported birds’skins and
feathers by public auction. For the kingdom of Great
Britain^ the year 1897 has been one of jubilation, but for the
bird kingdom a record year of pillage, devastation, and
unmerciful destruction. The recuperative powers which
birds possess are of no avail against this excessive drain on
their numbers.
If birds and their allies prove incapable of resisting such
remorseless foes, the present generation of mankind will have
to bear the everlasting odium of having blotted out of exist
ence some of the loveliest of created beings. And not this
only, but of having done so often by barbarously cruel
means, such as inflicting on sentient creatures, high in the
scale of animal life, the horrors of a slow and painful death;
for, in this pursuit, parent birds of some species are shot in
the act of feeding their young, and the tender nestlings are
consequently left to die of starvation.
It is not a pleasant statement to make, but it is the
painful truth that the more we protest against the foolish
ness and the vulgar cruelty connected with plume wearing,
the more resolute the wearers seem in their determination
to abet the cruelty and the folly. Original sin, we pre

sume.

LONDON 8PIRITUALIST ALLIANCE.
The closing meeting of the winter series will be held in
the French Drawing Room, Kt. James’s Hall (entrance from
Piccadilly), at 7 p.m. for 7.30 p.rn. on Friday, the 15th in«t,,
when there will be a social gathering of Members and Asso
ciates, for friendly intercourse and the interchange of
thoughts on topics of mutual interest. In tho course of the
evening Mrs. A. P. Essing ton Nelson will make a few
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ASTROLOGY,

1. THK OIRCT7E Off 300°.
2, THE DEGREE-YEAR IHTNCH I’LE fN
ASTROLOGY.
Mr. Joseph Clayton, in * Lioiit' of March 19th, asks two
questions: (I) Why is the circle divided into 360®? (2)
What is there in nature or revelation to warrant the equiva
lence of 1° to a year in astrological directions ?

J.
It is not man, but nature itself, that divides the circle
into 360°, says one of the most profoundly illuminated
writers of modern times, Claude de St. Martin. And I will
endeavour to convey the demonstration as 1 find it in two of
his works, ‘I)es Krreurs et de la V^rit/;, ou Les Hommes
RapjMill/'S au Principe Universel de la Science/ and the
treatise, ‘ Des Nombres.* But that it may be at all intelli
gible to the 1 general reader/ I must I>e allowed some pre
liminary observations.
For there are two principles involved, with neither of
which can familiarity be assumed. The first is the intrinsic
significance of numbers, or their essential relation to ideas*
Such relation, indeed, suggests itself as soon as we appre
hend the problem of existence, in our attempts to pass
from the conception of Unity to those of Multitude
and Totality, or to find the former in the latter.
The
metaphysic underlying the very nature of numbers,
as several totalisations, is not recognised in our arithme
tical use of them, which nevertheless entirely depends
on the possibility of bringing multitude under unity, or of
finding unity in multitude. All numeration is the expres
sion of new izniVizs, and all natural numbers are, in the
philosophy here represented, differentiated self-manifesta
tions of Unity itself, the First Principle. This is the evolution
of the supreme and all-comprehensive Wisdom, and the
evolution itself is the Universal Logic which in its ultimate
expression is Creation. Identify Unity with the. First
Principle; admit that all which exists is by evolution there
from ; grasp the conception that all number is contained in
Unity, and comes forth from Unity into manifestation as its
activity and product ; recognise that Unity is the principle
of every whole or number, which is impossible without that
pre-supposition ; and you will acknowledge as an immediate
consequence that every form in nature has its number, which
is its essential truth or idea. These numerical ideas are
distinct qualities or virtues, and in their universal relations
lies all the significance of things. So also the ‘ powers ’ of
numbers (their squares, cubes, <kc.), express veritable powers
or the efficacious activities of their virtues.
The second principle, closely connecter! with the font
going, involved in the demonstration of the number of the
circle, is that of the recognition (in distinction) of productive
act and sensible result, in ascertaining the number of a
form. We have to get rid of the false abstraction of the
statical from the dynamical which absolutely precludes any
radical and total conception of truth. That is to say, we
must not consider the circle simply in its out-lhere-n***
and passivity as circumference, without regard to the law or
idea of its genesis, or construction from the centre, or from
unity. The active and immaterial principles of the con
struction project their numbers on to the circumference,
composing, when to them is joined the cipher expressive of
the circumference itself, the total number of the circle. I
should here remark that for ths Arabic numeral characters
is claimed a natural symbolism or conformity; ‘ they are not
conventional,' says St. Martin, ‘ but are founded on the laws
of nature and of sensible things, which, as well as inteller
tual things, have their own numerical signs.’ But concern
ing this final cipher in 3(H), we shall hear him again, and
meanwhile we must take the figures in their order, and first
ask the reason of 3.
Now three is the universal number of production, or the
manifestation of unity. Without three, no personality and

no world.
It is only as three that unity ran assert iUs-lf in its first
dlrernption as two. Two without three is the. number of

separation and opposition, ft expresses that dualism of
forces whose equilibrium in three is necessary to all existence
and stability. It is the negative in the suppression of which
all process consists. Two would be chaos were it not merely
inchoate.
Unity must go through two to three; the
‘moment’ of two can never be escaped. But two straight
lines cannot enclose a space ; the triangle is therefore the
first figure of production. The circle we are to conceive
as an explosion from the centre, rectilinear in every direction.
Were there no limit to this centrifugal expansion there
could be no resulting product or figure ; all production
requires bound for its completion. This is the reaction,
equal to pressure, am! contracting towards the centre thus
necessarily a continuous line or curve. This line, falling on
the rectilinear rays, or lines of productive force, makes the
circle a system of triangles. And it is because the circle must
be measured by triangles that the ternary, or 3, gr/verrm its
numeration.
Moreover, the circumference is triple the
diameter, and the diameter is the principle of the circle
representing its centre in extension.
The principle of production and the element of the circle
being represented by 3, we find the constant quantity of the
circle in the 6 perfect or equilateral triangles which it con
tains.
And it only remains to add the projier numerical
sign of the resultant form of that quantified production.
Here my author shall speak for himself :—
‘To no one will it he repugnant to consider a circumference
as a zero, for what figure can more resemble a circumference
than the zero? Still less objection will be offered to regarding
the centre as a unity, since it is impossible that a circumfer
ence should have more than one centre ; everyone knows
also that a unity joined to a zero gives fen, 10. Thus we can
view the entire circle as making ten or 10, that is to say, the
centre with the circumference.
But we can equally regard the entire circle as a corporal
being of which the circumference is the form or body, and
the centre the immaterial Principle.
Now we have seen
already that this immaterial Principle ought never to be
confounded with the corporal and extended form; that
though the existence of matter is founded upon their union,
it is, nevertheless, an unpardonable error to take them for
the same being, and human intelligence ought always to
separate them.* Now, to separate this Principle from its
corporal form, is the same thing as to separate the centre
from its circumference, consequently the same thing as to
take the unity 1 from the denary 10.
But to do this is to
leave only nine in number, while in figures there remains
the zero, 0, or the circular line, or the circumference. . . .
And considering this relation between the zero, which in
itself is nothing, and the number nine, or that of extension
(matter), it can be judged whether those should be
lightly censured who have contended that matter is only
apparent.’
Tn fact this nine, which is the proper number of the
circumference, is equivalent to zero in the essential signifi
cance which is alone regarded in the total number of the
circle. For it is an utterly impotent and ineffective or dead
number, as is apparent when we consider that joined with
any other number whatever it cannot alter the intrinsic
numerical value of the latter.t Nor has nine the reactive,or
life-quality, which would enable any other number to alter
it. The multiples of nine are all reducible to nine by the
process given in the note. It is the wijrut mortwwm of
numbers, and is that of matter or extension abstracted from
idea and productive action.
Having severally deduced the figures upon the principles
above indicated, St. Martin concludes as follows : - ‘ Is it necessary to set out these numbers in their natural
order? Every production is ternary, three. Then?are six of
those perfect productions in a circle, or six equilateral
triangles, »ir. Lastly, the circumference itself completes
the work, ami gives nine or zero, 0. Reducing these numbers
into ciphers, we have first 3, secondly 6, and lastly, 0, giving
collectively 360.’
1 hope to answer Mr. Ulayton’s second question next
week.
C. (J. M.

•Tmt is, of co arae, only to abstract for tbe very purpose of
exposing the result of abstraction. To know the nullity of matter or
form by Itself, we must hold it up in separation from Its Principle.
f For the benefit of those who are unused to the calculations called
by St. Martin ' theosophic arithmetic,' I give an example of what is
meant. Add 9 to 26, tbe result being 31 la XI *"26? Yea, if we reduce
both numbers to their simple expression : 2 -F b "“7, and 3 F 4-^7. So
of all other additions to 9.
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THE OLD MESMERISM AND THE NEW.
A DEFENCE OF PHRENO-MAGNETISM—THE
PHYSIOLOGY OF ‘SUGGESTION.’

By John Rutherford.
(Continued fron page 154.)

My friend. Mr. Nicholas Morgan, of Sunderland, who is
now in his seventy-sixth year, and who has retired from
active service, was, in his day, one of the most powerful
mesmerists that England has produced. I am happy to say
he is still hale and hearty. In a letter to me, he gives his
experience as follows:—
Dear Mr. Rutherford,—The conversation we had a
while ago of one mind acting on another by phreno-mesmer
ism has been ever since 1841 of deep interest to me; and
particularly on the platform. I have often had from fifteen
to twenty and more sensitive patients under my control by
manipulating their respective heads phreno-mesmerically,
as you may probably have witnessed.
I have put my finger, for instance, on veneration
when the patient has been dancing, ana he or she has
instantly assumed the attitude of praver and manifested
the character of the emotion : and while the patient is in
this solemn state, I have put the tip of a finger on combative
ness, and he instantly manifested the pugnacious attitude;
and wee versd.
•
Now comes the question: What caused the sudden change
of feeling in the patient!
I have generally assumed that some stimulus or force
passed from my finger into the organ touched, which excited
it to activity. Furthermore, I have passed my hand over the
part of the head affected without touching the patient, and
ne has become calm at once.
Now such cases as these are quite common.
In experi
ments of this kind similar results might be produced without
the operator touching the subject at alL The whole of
similar phenomena could be produced on a duly sensitive
person.
The operator might not come near him yet influence him
a- successfully by his mind alone.
And I shall now give you a most striking case in point
Some years ago I had a very sensitive patient. He was a
strong, vigorous fellow, and a local preacher, named George
Smith, whom I had often mesmerisea on the public platform;
he occasionally paid me a visit, and we enjoyed a social chat
on kindred subjects. He enjoyed a pipe or tobacco. I did
not sm<>ke, but usually kept both pipes and tobacco for my
friend who did smoke. He filled his pipe while I sat quietly
by, and he rolled up a piece of paper and went to the gasalier
to get a light * and I sat perfectly still, but willed intently
that he should not be able to get a light. And he could not;
the ‘ spell ’ went, as it were, up to the gas-light, but, do as he
would, he could not come near the light. The ‘spell ’ went up
and round about the light until he sweated profusely. Then
. he took a handkerchief out of his pocket, and I willed that
the handkerchief should appear a baby, and, father-like, he
nursed it in an endearing style. Then I willed that the
kerchief should appear a devil, and instantly he threw it
down with malignity and jumped upon it. Then, thinking
I had teased him long enough, I broke the spell; and he said:
- ‘I knew what it was I had in my hand, but could not help
acting the part I have.’
This is an excellent illustration of how one mind may
affect another. It was my chief pleasure to assuage pain
and strengthen the weak to the best of mv ability ; and the
curative power with which I am enriched is extraordinary ;
and not only so, I seem to be gifted with a remarkable
capacity for diagnosing disease, both as to its nature and posi
tion. Moreover, it often happens that a few passes of my
hand suffice to chase away most acute pains and severe
aching- : but I am also liable to become inoculated with the
. same complaint, hence the necessity of being self-protective.
Consequently, to avoid infection, I generally, after opera
tion, ask for a vessel with water to wash my hands, and to
dash them into it. The operator has to withdraw a
morbific influence from the patient and impregnate him
with his healthy force. Now, I attended a lady many years
ago, but omitted to use water afterwards, and rny right arm
has been weak ever since.
My experience is that the higher phases of mesmeric
phenomena are always best attained' by passes. J do not
believe in a person being stupefied by staring at a metallic
* disc.’ Such a practice must prove exhausting to the mind,
and therefore the will.
Will, it need not be said, expresses
power, spontaneity, capacity of acting independently, and
for ourseivea.
If this spontaneity be withdrawn our life
sinks down at once into a merejink in that mighty chain of
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cause and effect by which all the operations of Katun
are carried on, from the commencement to the end of tinw
Without will, man would fall back from the elevation
he now assumes to the level of impersonal nature
in a word, we should be things, not men at all. Will, p?
eonality, spontaneity, and all similar words, express (l.
nearly as possible the essential principle of the human
mind. By phreuo-mesmerism on the centres of Firmne«,
Conscientiousness, and Self-esteem, the will-power can !»•
brought to a high state of perfection.
But no one should
continue to he a |iermanent .mesmeric subject. The object
of all influence, whether by men or angels, ia to perfal th,
/iuii^ih organimtiun. The great seer, A. J. Davis, windy
declined to be magnetised as soon as he found he could
enter the clear-seeing state spontaneously. The same advice
applies to mediums. They should not for ever be ‘ controlled,'
but advance in culture and control themselves. Believe me,
there is no higher spirit anywhere than the God within the
soul.
I believe the best means to resuscitate a failing memory
is by phreno-mesmerism ; the digestive organs should at
the same time be stimulated by the application of the wet com
press and massage. Those who have not faith in the healing
pjwer of the mesmeric touch may apply gentle massage to the
organ of ‘eventuality’—the centre which gives remembrance
of facts, circumstances, emotions, *fcc.
Memory doctors too
often do more harm than good by setting their patient*
to commit to ‘ heart ’ verses of Scripture, poetry, <fcc. Often
the substance of the brain on the centre referred to needs
rest and vitalising.
The great mission of phreno-magnetism and Spiritualism
is to enlarge our powers of thought and feeling, and then
the widened range of our actual experience will naturally
elevate our whole being, when once awakened to a propor
tional higher degree of development. The object of earthly
existence is to individualise the divine element—-the soul;
to furnish it with a spiritual body that shall outlast the ages;
but the soul is—and for ever will be—dependent upon the
divine aura of the Supreme. The reception of this aura gives
intuition or direct revelation. The inspired thinker, A J.
Davis, says : ‘ Inspiration is a quickening and vivification of
the truth-attracting affections natural to man ; and revela
tion is the appropriation and comprehension by the truth
containing faculties of the resultant thoughts and ideas.’
In both instances alike there is a reception of truth
without the intermediate step of any inferential process.
Perhaps this view may be made clearer if we consider the
perception of beauty. Thus we may seek to reduce the sense
of the beautiful to scientific expression by the logical process
of definition; but the primary perception itself is the result
of an original sensibility—it is an intuition, and, generally
speaking, may be termed a ‘ revelation.’ So it is also with
the elementary conceptions of moral truth ; the idea of the
good—the eternal law of right—cannot be inferred, nor can
it even be grasped, simply by the understanding alone. It
may, indeed, be thrown into a scientific form : but the
elementary idea comes directly from the moral sense- the
sphere of innate wisdom of the soul; it is an intuition in
like manner as is the perception of beauty, and may with
equal propriety be termed a revelation. With Browning,
then, we say '• —
Truth is within ourselves; it takes no rise
From outward things ; whate’er you may believe.
There is an inmost centre in us all,
Where Truth abides in fulness ; and around
Wall upon wall the gross flesh hems it in,
This perfect clear perception—which is Truth !
A baffling and perverting carnal mesh
.Blinds it, and makes all error ; and to know
Rather consists in opening out a way
Whence the imprisoned splendour may escape,
Than in effecting entry for a light
Supposed to he without.

Roker-by-the-Sea,
Sunderland.

John Rutherford.

New York, U.S.A.—‘Light’ may be obtained from MessrsBrentano, 31, Union-square.
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‘SACRED MAGIC.’*
The name of Mr. S. L .M. Mathers will not be altogether
unknown to occult students, though he has not made many
contributions to the literature in which they are interested.
In the year 1887 he translated a small portion of the ‘Zohar,
which has served English readers as a specimen of the
whole.
Two years later he edited from some MBS. in
the British Museum, a curious work on
Ceremonial
Magic passing under the name of the ‘ Key of Solomon.
With the exception of a minute pamphlet on the Tarot, a
method of divination, we have had nothing further from
hia pen until the publication of the .present volume, which
is the translation of a French MS. in the Arsenal
Library of Paris, and is supposed by Mr. Mathers to l>e
almost unique. To the few who study the literature of
ceremonial magic it will be, no doubt, a matter of satisfac
tion that so rare a work has been made accessible in English,
and even outside that select circle we are not sure that more
ordinary readers will not find something to entertain them
in the memoirs of its ostensible author ; in the instructions
which he gives for the evocation, government, and so forth,
of innumerable spirits ; in his full account of their offices ;
and in the wonderful achievements which are supposed to be
accomplished by their assistance. Mr. Mathers dwells in his
introduction on the importance, from an occult standpoint,
of the treatise he has brought to light, and, if we interpret
him rightly, seems to consider its operations possible and to
regard its claims seriously. We can, of course, only approach
it as a literary curiosity. Described briefly, it instructs the
reader how he may deal successfully with spirits, chiefly evil
—Lucifer, Leviathan, Satan, Belial, Astaroth, Beelzebub, <fcc.
—by the help of his guardian angel and using a clairvoyant
boy as the instrument, or medium. Assuming, for the sake
of argument, the existence of such an infernal hierarchy as
magical classifications describe, we should think that its
princes, sub-princes and ‘ spirits common ’ are best left alone ;
we cannot regard the magic which deals with any of them as
entitled to call itself ‘ sacred,’ and we much misdoubt the
‘ guardian ’ who would assist us over such pursuits. In the
matter of spirit communications we should prefer not to
touch what is evil, whatever the pretext or however great
the apparent guarantee. When we come, however, to exa
mine the work more closely, we are unable to conjecture on
what grounds Mr. Mathers can regard it otherwise than as
the literary curiosity which we have agreed to consider it.
The ancient Israelite who. is made to vouch for the
memorial tells us that he obtained three million golden
florins by its operations, and also secured a wife. We
must be pardoned if we shrink from attaching a high degree
of credibility to this statement. But the offices of the various
spirits include even greater wonders—the manufacture of all
metals; the transformation of men and women into asses,
stags, elephants, boars, dogs and wolves ; the secrets of all
arts ; the revivification of dead bodies, <kc. The descending
hierarchy also confers invisibility, renews youth, enables a
favoured person to fly through the air in a cloud or in the
form of a bird, and to walk upon the water. It seems a little
ludicrous to take this kind of thing literally, but as a record
of old notions concerning the doctrine of spirits it is exceed
ingly interesting.
We are also unable to agree with Mr. Mathers as to the
authentic character of the MS. in which he places so much
trust. We see no reason to suppose that it was written so
far back as the year 1458, or that it ever existed in Hebrew.
The script of the Arsenal copy l>elongs, says Mr. Mathers, to
the close of the seventeenth or the beginning of the eighteenth
century. The only occult bibliography in which we have
seen it noticed, refers it to the end of the latter period, and
states that it is translated from the German.
As Rabbi
Abraham, the reputed author, was apparently a Bavarian
of Wurtzbourg, it is possible that wenare obtain a glimpse
of its true history. The question may be scarcely worth
arguing, certainly not at any length, but the internal
evidence seetoS, in any case, opposed altogether to a Hebrew

* Th« Bowk of the Sacred Magic of Abra-Melir., the Mage, as delivered
by Abraham the Jew unto bin son tameeb, A.D., 1458. Translated from
the original Hebrew into the French, and now rendered from the Utter
lapgu^e into English. By 8. L.M. Mathers. Loudon : J?hn M. Watkins,
16, Charing Cross, 8.W. 1866. 21s. net.
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source ; and again, it seems difficult to underatond how some
of ita anachronisms have escaped the notice of the English
editor.
To enumerate a few of them only, the treatise
quotes the Latin Vulgate continually ; has many sayings
which rt'call [wvwages in the New Testament; mentions St.
John by name and terms his Apocalypse an excellent book
of prophecy ; refers more than once to Antichrist; always
speaks of the festival of Easter and not of the Passover :
and cites the authority of the Apostles. We submit also that a
Jew, writing to his son in the Hebrew language, would not have
occasion to inform him that Saturday was the <lay of the
Sabbath j that the ‘Holy Land’ was the place where ‘our
forefathers dwelt, and so forth. Nor would a work belong
ing to the middle of the fifteenth century speak of operas
and comedies ; that recalls more readily a period three
hundred years later. If more positive proof Im* wanting, we
may refer to the close of the work, which counsels Lamech
to use a Bible in the vulgar language, and not to say his
psalms in Latin. This from a Jew writing in Hebrew to a
son sufficiently acquainted with the language to be able to
make use of the document! And this, too, before the period
of Luther and the first German version of the Scripture !
The status of the ‘ Book of Sacred Magic ’ among wo ks
of its class does not, however, depend very much upon the
authenticity of its date or upon the truth of its claim U> a
Hebrew origin.
The whole literature of post-mediaeval
Black Art and its dilutions is in precisely the same position.
It is all founded in forgery, and is scarcely less curious to
the student on this account. For example, the Pentameron
of Peter d’Abano, to which Rabbi Abraham, unfortunately
for his antiquity, refers, has been described as a spurious
sequel to a spurious book attributed to Cornelius Agrippa,
who was not born till twenty-eight years after the ascribed
date of ‘ La Sacr^e Magie.’ Where the interest of this
alleged ‘ testament ’ does lie we have already indicated, and
although Mr. Mathers regards it from a standpoint which
seems to us frankly impossible, our thanks are due to him for
making the MS. available, and he must have taken no little
pains over the explanation of its ‘squares of letters’ and
the conjectures as to the meaning of the spirit names.
We must not dismiss the work without a word of con
gratulation to Mr. J. M. Watkins who has produced it in so
creditable a manner.
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A BEAUTIFUL RELIGION.

XVe have not the slightest intention to revive the muchdebated question, 1 Is Spiritualism a Religion 1 ’ The truth
is we have never been quite able to understand the ques
tion, and, in so far as we have fancied we understood it, we
have not felt inclined to give an affirmative answer. All
we feel inclined to say is that true Spiritualism has affinities
with all sorts of Religion. We do not want to draw the
usual lines about our ism, with palings and a gate, and
perhaps sharp nails all round, and a Trust Deed and a
Shibboleth,—in fact, all the usual apparatus of ‘A Religion.’
We much prefer to live in the open and to find, as we say,
affinities where we can; seeing traces of Religion every
where, as indeed we do, often to our surprise and joy.
But what is ‘ Religion ’ 1 A late writer has truly said
that ‘any set of ideas that become sacred to man and
control his life make a religion.’ So then, each man may
have his own Religion—his ten or twenty commandments
written in his own conscience; his private altar and incense
and rite in his own heart; his Holy Ghost in his own
ghost or spirit:—a beautiful ideal I
‘Religion,’ said the writer to whom we have referred,
‘ is essentially reverence, a sense of something inviolable.
. ... If there be a setting of this apart from other
things, if it begets scruples, if it causes a line to be drawn
between what may and may not be done; if, in short, it
creates a conscience, it is distinctly the object of religious
feeling. . . . The irreligious person is one who knows
nothing superior to his own will.’ That is good as far as
it goes, but that does not seem to us to be sufficient. As
the reader may have surmised, that is the deliverance of
an Ethical Society advocate; and it is precisely the Ethical
Society advocate who needs the great enlargement of our
testimony. He is a splendid emancipator from the old
shackles, but he pays too great a price for freedom,—too
great a price, simply because it is paid unnecessarily, and
even wastefully; and he is, in this, as prodigal and as much
a spendthrift as the Positivist, who also, in his protest
against superstition, denies or even denounces the open
vision of the Unseen.
But we must have that vision of the Unseen, or faith in
it. In no other way can we account even for the seen.
What, for want of a better word, we call the ‘ Secular ’
does not even explain the Secular. There is something in
Religion which calls for more even than conscience and the
Ten Commandments, precious as these arc: and this some
thing, we for our own part, very much associate with
spiritual beauty.
Now it is just here that the Spiritualist is obliged to
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come into some sort of conflict with cortain old
Religion, most of which wore simply terror-strict"1’ "t
the gross dreads of idolatry: and wo must bo vory°" "’’Hi
with those who feel called upon to go on a crusudo
these births of the darkness. Take, for instance th
unspiritual idea that every child is ‘born in sin and
in iniquity.’ No enlightened Spiritualism can gi^'"*'8"
any quarter. Or take the notion of endless, honel
therefore purposeless punishment beyond the veil V"1'
idle to tell us that wo have no message and no missin ’’
earning that. No one can go far along our road with”"
being very vigorously challenged to make up his ac l0llt
with that agont of Giant Despair. Even children
taught to sing such paganisms as the following appca|lr8
Jehovah, to crush unbelievers:—
Awake, Almighty God!
And call Thy wrath to mind ;
Give them like forests to the fire,
ibid stubble to the wind.
Convince their madness, Lord,
And make them seek Thy name;
Or else their stubborn rage confound,
That they may die in shame.
Then shall the nations know
That glorious, dreadful word,
Jehovah is Thy name alone.
And Thou the sov’reign Lord.
What arc we to do with that ? Nothing 1 ft j.
impossible. No: we are bound to find what we have
called ‘A beautiful Religion—something which shall
satisfy human nature at its best, and be in harmony with
the deep longings of the soul to find and love One whom
we can intelligently and without prevarication call ‘Our
Father, who art in Heaven.’ Of course, if the ugly and
awful things are true we ought to believe them and make
the best of a bad business; but, if they are not true, we
must bear our share of the general burden—of rubbish
which has to be cast into the depth of the sea.
And, in relation to Christianity, wo believe the
Spiritualists of the future will have a highly important
work to do in freeing Christianity from its parasites, notin
trying to cut it down because of them. The great founder
of the feast poured out the wine of self-sacrifice and the
milk of human kindness, but too many of his so-called
followers have substituted for these the acid of selfassertion and the vitriol of persecution. He turned water
into wine, they say. Alas! how often have we turned
wine into blood!
It is all alterable: and the elements of A Beautiful
Religion are all around us and within us. Nature has her
dark and sad sides, but, on the whole, she works for beauty
and seems to love it; and the only sorrow is that the vast
majority of us never know how beautiful she is. But if we
could commune with Nature more, and enjoy the society
of her unpolluted creations, and truly understand her, and
be at peace, her beauty, as Emerson has shown us, would
be like the revelation of a now Religion, if we lot the
heart within answer to the loveliness without. And, 88
with Nature external to man, so with man himself, whoso
career, indeed, is only another manifestation of Natures
intent and power. Here, again, there are dark and
sad sides to the tremendous process of human evolu
tion ; but look at the process in the distant past, and
look at the product now! Ugly enough, in places: bub
on the whole, a miracle of beautiful creative power.
Shakspcare, who knew nothing of the modern unfolding8
of the doctrine of Evolution, said, merely of the spectacle
before him, taking tho product at its best: ‘ What a pie®0
of work is a man I how noble in reason ! how infinite »■
faculty ! in form and moving, bow express and admirable •
in action, how like an angel I in apprehension, how like 8
God ! ’ True as yet only of a few ; but one day to be true
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of all, if we may judge of the future from the past.

Tho

human conscience, the sense of justice, the emotion of
pity, tho loadings forth of self-sacrifice, tho passionate
sympathies of love, have all been evolved from coarse
animalisms—from almost dovilisms. What a revelation !

If thoro is a God at all, Ho is plainly signalling to us
through men: and if we will be patient and observant, He
will give us the Beautiful Religion by the road we know
best;—ourselves.
PSYCHIC

PHOTOGRAPHY.

On the evening of Friday, March 25th, Mrs. C. T. Dixon
addressed the Members and Associates of the London
Spiritualist Alliance at St. James’s Hall, her remarks being
mainly explanatory of a series of lantern views reproducing
abnormal pictures of the kind somewhat vaguely known as
‘ spirit photographs.’
In the unavoidable absence of the President,
The Rev. John Page Hopps opened the proceedings of
the evening, and in the course of some introductory
remarks said that as a representative of the Council
of the London Spiritualist Alliance, he had to say that
they (the Council) in no way guaranteed the genuine
ness of the pictures which were to be exhibited. The
Council had simply thought it desirable that the results
of Mrs. Dixon’s experiments should be made public. On
the other hand, speaking personally and apart from his
connection with the Alliance, he could testify to his entire
belief in Mrs. Dixon as a shrewd and honest experimenter.
Of course, a margin would have to be allowed for error ;
shrewdness and absolute truthfulness were not the only
qualities required in such an investigation. They were two
most precious qualities in the character of an investigator :
but there were other requisite qualities, which would readily
occur to any one of those present. He would go no further
than to say that he was anxious the audience should under
stand that he believed Mrs. Dixon to be one of the most
absolutely patient, shrewd and truthful persons he had ever
met.
Mrs. Dixon then addressed a few remarks to the meeting
preliminary to the production of the pictures on the screen.
She explained that the photographs had been obtained in
two ways—with a camera and without a camera. Those
obtained without a camera were taken in the dark, in some
cases being acted upon while they .were retained in her
pocket.
Some people might suggest that the portraits
were thought-pictures, but this was negatived by the fact
that she had frequently obtained results quite different from
her wishes and expectations. In some cases the portraits
were those of persons she had known in earth life ; in other
cases they were those of persons of whom she knew nothing ;
and she had, in addition, obtained portraits of persons who
were recognised, but of whom no photographs were
previously in existence.
The pictures were then projected on to the screen by
means of a powerful oxy-hydrogen lantern. The first three
represented an attempt on the part of the supposed invisible
operators to produce a form, the plates bearing an appear
ance suggestive of ‘ a light thrown into the camera by them,
in some mysterious way.’ During the exhibition of these,
Mrs. Dixon said, ‘No one ever touched the plates except
myself. The plates were bought by me, marked by me;
everything that was done was done by me.’
Then followed portraits of ‘ spirit forms,’ some of them
presenting an appearance sufficiently palpable to more or
less obscure the sitter (Mrs. Dixon herself). The photo
graphs proper were followed by a number of pictures
taken without the use of the camera, the plates having been
exposed in the dark, and in some instances held by Mrs.
Dixon over her head, or carried in her pocket, as previously
explained. All, or nearly all, of these pictures obtained
without the camera presented a background having a curi
ously ‘marbled’ appearance, the portraits being heads of
persons, male and female, and having all the appearance of
ordinary photographs. They rather recalled the description
given by the late Mr. Traill Taylor of pictures obtained
during his experiments which looked as though they had
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been ‘ cut out with a can-opener and stuck on to the back
ground.’
The meeting having, at the suggestion of Mr. Hopps,
resolved itself into a conversational party, an animated dis
cussion was carried on regarding the various points of interest
about the production of the pictures.
In the course of her
replies to inquirers, Mrs. Dixon stated that all the photo
graphs were obtained under the advice and directions of her
unseen friends given in the ‘ direct voice.’ She had, however,
obtained no information regarding the manner in which the
pictures were produced, nor any explanation of the curious
backgrounds resembling sections of marble or rock surround
ing the faces.
Some of the faces, Mrs. Dixon stated, were those of spirits
seen clairvoyantly by persons present. With a few exceptions,
all the plates were marked by herself. These exceptions were
. productions of a somewhat remarkable character. They
were four plates in the centre of an unopened packet of
twelve. She was told that they had been acted upon, and
that she should open the packet and take them out and
develop them, which she accordingly did, finding the fact as
stated. Reproductions of two of these plates were thrown
on to the screen ; the other two bore only vague markings.
That nothing in the nature of Rontgen rays had produced
this effect was evident, Mrs. Dixon concluded, from the fact
that the remaining eight plates were not affected.
There was a large audience, and a lively interest was
displayed throughout, as evidenced by numerous questions
and comments. But, without reflecting in any way on the
of Mrs. Dixon, it was evident that as regards the
more experienced and critical amongst the audience, it was
felt that the pictures, abstractly considered, disclosed no
features in any way calculated to simplify the problem of
so-called spirit photographs. The results presented were as
perplexing as ever, while as regards the mystery of their
production the oracles were strangely silent. The feeling
of some of the more experienced students of the subject was
well expressed in the remark of an old investigator present
(himself an expert in photography) to a fellow-student. ‘ If,’
said he, ‘ the intelligent operators on the other side of the
veil are desirous of giving evidence of their existence
and powers through the medium of photography, it is
a pity that they cannot provide us with something more
satisfactory and convincing than the productions obtained
at present, which fairly bristle with elements of suspicion
and uncertainty.’
The subject of spirit photography, therefore, remains
still involved in ‘ chaos and old Night,’albeit students of the
subject will be none the less grateful to Mrs. Dixon for the
pains, the trouble, and the expense to which she has sub
mitted herself in her efforts to elucidate the question.
The usual resolution of thanks was cordially accorded to
Mrs. Dixon at the conclusion of the meeting.
The oxy-hydrogen lantern was operated by Mr. H. R.
Rumford, the hon. secretary of the Junior Spiritualists’ Club,
and the thanks of the audience were tendered to him for
his services.
[The ‘mottled’ backgrounds need not be regarded as
elements of suspicion.
Precisely similar appearances
are by no means uncommon in the experience of the
French scientists who are engaged in photographing the
vital radiations from the human hand, even when the
fingers have not been in actual contact with the surface
of the photographic plate.—Ed. ‘ Light.’]

DECEASE OF MRS. E. LUTLEY BOUCHER.

We regret to have to record the decease of Mrs. Eliza
Lutley Boucher, on March 20th, at her residence, 51, Avenue
de Segur, Paris, at the age of sixty-one. She was an earnest
and active Spiritualist, and a frequent contributor to
‘ Light.’ We tender to the surviving family and friends our
cordial sympathy in their temporary loss.

Dr. G. B. Ermacora.—We learn with regret that Dr. G.
B; Ermacora. of Padua, editor (in conjunction with Dr. G.
(’ inzi, of Milan) of the ‘ Rivista di Studi Psichici,’ passed
away on the 23rd ult., at Roviga, Venetia. The March num
ber of the Rivista ’ contains an able article from the pen of
Dr. Ermacora, whose valuable services to that journal will
be greatly missed.
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THE LIFE

BEYOND.

Ijm^zW Whitiwg.

In the iane <4 ‘ Ijomt ’ for March 5<h I nrde a
refrmng to Fraocea Willard in regard U> ♦he auZ2j
eervice m> beautifully conducted by the Kev. Canon Wafer
force, at St j'hn a, WeaUninster, when the pojw ,u
offored that <M would grant her ‘rent in the
Christ.’ Therein a higfier significance to the tens ‘net’
than is invariaWy aavxaaterj with ito that significarMe as
fully expressed b, Goethe in the linen which run, in ___
tMAl, tllUA : ‘Tme r*«t h nrX quitting
Thin bwiy career;
True nwt Im* in fitting
One^» Helf to one • «r/l*ere?
J>wt in the ienM* fA It^nru/nu/w and inspiring aetintiM
—not in the nenwj <X pamirit/—that surel/ is, as your «r*k
me*t to veil suggeate. the only form <X rest which «ucb •
v<xnan an Frar*<>* Willard w<aiki crave, * She want* “the
glory *A
pm MiciUm*ly nay ; and this remiA
me <X a eranmomcati/m which 4>e lum made fr'*n the
vorld, tltrougfi the liaod <A a rm^Jium in wlmm aiiw4«U
cx/nfiden<>; must lie placod, and which rea/Jn thus ;—
bm Fairiri/, f>o v4 be Miq/ruwxl U» hear fra* cat
who */ recently mined tl«e vaat majority. It is my delkfat
to e</me now that 1 ha ze found the waj'; and I wwM !/
<mly t/x> glad c//uld I v/und the rw/te <A salutation to the
nomlMTS now h<>kfing me in tl>eir thoughts of sadnem.
1 should tike Vf tdl tiiem l»ow different w alJ from what I
anticipated and how glad I ann in my nev mirruundi/jcv
Hoefi emtasy V/ firnl my beiovefj ones' I ouglit to be happy,
(mt am 1! Hardly, le^^MAse </f rny regret in having uptoivd
while on earth this essential truth «/f -pint return, Xqw it
hr/fcs to me tike tlie ffwimlath/n of all truth, ami the stepping
•ton* to higher ibirnt-t than I dreauie*! <4 in my phikwspbjI firast n*/w fjn*J w»v vf/rk and enter on my new duties m
vx/n as jr/ssible. I am md rewjy to be a saint yet, but mast
take sp my new work earnestly, N«dhing stands in dr
way of new efi&<ts Nothing Jiafl prevent mj rear hing our
dear people in tiffi*
F'/r what is the truth to me if I
< annot snare it with <Mliers who have the same right to j< m
II We must try and wake up the world U/ *e*-and. toMr*v^M
that of which it ia */ much in neori. It wi nxjuim truaMB'
<i/ua effort, but Uie awAening will
Feamckh K WiixJkv,
To myself, I muet oxdess, this latter bears certain char*
acterwtic evidence of authenticity, Mias Wdiards first
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■uoner
■Ix/ut sm, Hk’*' •* ut*WMpVn , mdfer
I x*w, *mi t* t V cfewcist r*4atfex/<
with **r world; a r»5wm w >»*►
frfevwfe wfk> h*** jsmC fe4t us i* lhal
iBstvre 'X *hid» ha*, thrr*igh %.' *>*"**»T
ion *4 man, and f/<
tV f 7m-l
”^Ut He «<>K^t »-ke >t krx/wn t^as—if this t^<7' ** *
usagmtade and
-wvaw uaf**^"'*-f1 Dun* it mx nee*m*rily rw-*djusC *11
._ 5^a
- - I,v«rf
—1 4-rfWki
«®oej4fr«w <X life t
,-*r <<*-■
AMromaHJ k«A« backward to th*: ynr WM, »Ix-n n*»t
■__j
iaa/J*: ia MeA*r r>tx. i'z!
that
fsj discc/vcri**
year frost ‘hteh M regMter*d the ne»
date a# * ^--

* Ana «oa«t t*< raradae
Kf Ktairvaye of aorpriae
Thene* aatrenixny dates hack tea* Um forty yean, atxi
it
bra the M in that it baa ascertained the ei>e»o>ca<
Mtaae and the phywica at the heaaealy Izziten. Prevwmly
to this line aotrofBxoy had ieen *rx-redy kw<en aa an a.'i to
th- ealeatatfea >A tideeanei tiaae sad navigation. Ita/fonted
Mltrrii' help in the nmtine of daily life. * The spiaere at
the arwtMunurnj' lies ‘oouride the earth, Or. Hoggin*
reM. a*. • Ia ahe lean fair! ’ bequcstiom. * .Shall we pay her
feat atari
it i-. to mental culture in its higrx^t forrr..
to oar purely intellectual joy, that the cootribotea I
r.^iioaely to 1(0# any knowtexige of the cheanicai nature
of the Mam ‘ waa regareted aa not orjy itupo*.-Jo.e of attain■eat by any method* 'A direct cdnervateun, bat as, indeed,
lying altogether outside the Hnritatiom irnfz/sed upon man
by hi* oenae* and by the fixity of hi* jxxntirm upon the
earth,’ any* the great aetrorexner.
if the astronomer*. then, bad taken the
nan, white on tiie eartK er/old never have been intended by
the Creator to di»cover the composition of the Mart, the
world would now be maeh the worse for it. The only thing
regarding a star that could he perceived wa* it- light. In
that the wientizt found hi* opportunity. For the light i« a
complex thing, and when aubjecterl to spectrum analy-Ls the
prion revealed ita seereU.
In the year <A the Queen a aeeemion itt the throne Mr-,
hoanerrille wrote of the dark linen seen in the apeetroscojx:,
‘We are still ignorant of the came of these raylea* uar.o-.
In the year of the Queen » Jubilee—sixty years later—man
same to analyse, weigh, and measure the stars. He has di»eorered that the same elements that comprise the earth—
inm, hydrogen, sodium, magnesium, kc.—enter into the
UMBpouition of the celestial bodies. The scientific imagination and persistence of research led the way ; the acientifie
diareoeriea followed.
The higher duty, the sAemn reopomibility, indeed, of
nan it to read the riddle <A the universe. He ia placed in
the midst of marvels, but he has implanted within him
powers and faculties whzxie design is Ut leazl him into larger
knowledge.
The same methzjdo that render scientific pnapreiss jzn-iole
render psychic progrew also possible. What could have
•eeaied more absolutely out of the reach of nmn than the
dfeeorery <A the chemical coruprantiou of tie- heavenly
Wtea I Yet they are found U> be efin)(Xj*e<i <4 th*- -an?fWMMtoHt our f'arth. Likewise- reaaoning
ai.t; >/,.
- the spiritual world m the alnde <4 beijigw like f/arwelve*,
'^ily that tiiey are in a higher stale <4 e^olutk/n. Our
fayctoie taeoltie* are the name m theirs ;
it is
Ip ven to M to bridge over tlw diHererwe in degiee, arxi
•ppnheod their nature, their methods <4 life, the omthti^nthat ff/mi their environment. Shall man measure and weigh
a distant star* ami then aaaerl that ilia frum the ^ery natur*'d the case impoeaible that he should learn to know th** <x>n•Citutk/n f4 tint entire sidereal univerv? ? L not tb«* larger
troth, rather, that man, ma/ie in the image f4 th/: divine,
potentially the divine being, is funned to extern! Him di*cok fries still further and further into the very nature <4 ti»e
Vuiveroe which must include such va*t realms of thc
C tween T

As a erwfMauaesar*. *4 *.?je
and 4aw wV*
;>r sa<r*d tenehj•
J '^z.-zz ywt
duat
is
any meMsgroaty
' ?.• z*xr
wzi laraev
m*1 •.<**
ia eMMmo'a •>*
'r*.
#4
tl^ vs** -a. <Vri<<«a**ty ma
jw/wr<-w?»*' sei****, wx! <•/**
>..*>
'-7
TV Rru^rwMi.

•. gerMwaily *v'y>Tz><
a spwily a mad, *
mind, arzi a Vzz. ..
tV thr>. f m v-twm v» ?>***-.y
■eed. If we tar* tV*s *p in a dietiouary we fiari that
sprit and wal ar* referred U> tV vital and v> ti* ..-.r'*.r
or intel^toaJ part
rrM »?.:> .x.ryi >.
iM^sr«Vxzl to refer
tV i&td..z>.*Me; >ft
V/ tte- regi.»?er*d
•-* * aorvsr^Laixi
*‘’<x**l i* the
ewwwe <4 Jjfe’i ezpsjrierje^ as well as to arsfii tea^haear*,
« liw:* <4 feast nwMtaoo..
tn the past the word ‘psyche’ was wd as rshtTriag to
*-V wad ,zj*'*4/t.
fe stiH
in that o*k*<Ma<
tfeai r>y vsttie seL'Zzli, Yet
iarro word j».
to *z: aged in metaphy«eal psyebz’ ^5 a* r*fcrria<
to the rxature and |>/w«n <4 tV iKirxl. a*
is
analytical intrcapectino <4
A z*w
•eVol c4 exj^rnLental layeVfexry Em, ?x/wever, arise*
under the tide c4 isyd/rpbyw/zgT, whose repr^e*.’**tive* act upxxk new *M!dxria, expenmeming .c ocr
nerve** system, Tynraffem*, emotMML
and
inveduntary aetiMM : who s sseaaure the chc—irrT and eieetrieal chang** oeenrring in our xkervom systeoi in the prxens
01 the predictUsi <4 psychical a?to’; wfr>
to
‘discover the pbysfe/fejgical equivalent in zzsr *erve ehaameis
and nerve centre* irromfiuj in/ each psyehxeal pr ze^eWithin this new departure may alw> he inelmfed the
modem seboAs <4 ci ptiimentsl ^yyw^;y*- wish tbew seffl
<fervefe>j/ing <yv>-r.'. A
-rnedicatirj*, or ^reatmenx st
mental iVrtcofning> and disease. <4 hysteria, <4 misriv <4
fixed-ideas and inaaaity, by
Li- by xhcmghv
transference. It has bee* foond that latent or u*devek^e*2
faculties, and inental sborteoosing* even, in ehifeire* and
adults, may be made up for ur strengthened by psychic
stimulation, while automatic and }>ad habits saay
t rollerJ or inhibited and cured by
mind and intelligence <4 people may thus
modified by
tranderreri ideas.*
It has even
fouml that the physical rxg-anims can
he therapeutically treated by psychical mcdintr'rn ; that
tranderre*! ideas, reacting frsn and thr igh the
•psychieal level or stratum, produce physical ejects, which
system has Vx*-n ciamified m psycho-therapeutic*. But the
influence f4 mind over body, tbe physical dV.ts entailed by
emotionA and by
o-a-ie^ to
inrocuprebensibie
when we realise that every cell in our organism has it*
psychic v/ul or mental nucleus which will react under
* TheM pvycMie awl OTgnSe eCeets of mggeatM* or ^ayerir - tri.atwa D1**emc tae asdifieMMNi of ■nd aad tf ptnw wfaieb say W,
wnaally
iadwsed ia haw*a redpieau «f taxgbvtfissfirmcv
from iarieaMe tna«eead«al operator^. It m by Meaas of —cb paytMC
MisMlatMM tL*t ***’» ivaer modea of beaag aod percept.are aatfoMed
while Kill here
Bach rerelalor* h>*e Mated » di£ere*< rMipfiasds Uiat it m by awirar
»ev— thu «opr*>greMed intaaa beiaga aflieled ’Hb crisis*! tewdeaoes
asd otber meatal dirwi are caratrreiy treated ia after-deate ftea It
m for similar pvrpcaea that toaee at these wnftrrwalca are bnwgba tv
bnaean
m iJI«v.ntel ia tbe iatereatiag deacripcaaae girea by Mr.
Heary Forbea and Mr. Thomae A twood. Soaae of tiese aslferera are as
deme, apparently, a* to be more estsily
by rriatvw throagh aa
wabodied media* than by the direct actioa of the hagber operators, vbo
bring them ‘z> the otedia* to oe acted apoa by ‘ aagpescaoa.* Thia aectoa
probably to exerted during she temporary rtage oeearriag beewaaa the
physical aad the ptychieal deatiu. Tbeae aelree are --t ‘drawn u-oc ’
by mmfisaa, bat are brought to them by xariatble higher operatora. Far
from saen action being * injurious ’ to nrh soola, * * a aocaomry > - p
apparently to enoare their oabaaqae&t adraaca.
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induced mental, i.e., psychic, action, such effect reacting out
wards and manifesting in the physical periphery of the cells
and of the organism consequently.
A further school, that of the neo- or bio-magnetists, has
found that similar effects may be induced by mental sug
gestion (unspoken), transferred in the vehicle of radiated
nervous vitality, or in some cases by vital or psychic induc
tion merely, apart from conscious suggestion.
Another branch of this school (De Rochas, Dr. Luys, Dr.
Ferroul, Dr. Moutin, Dr. Joire, Professor Boirac) have found
that they can cause this neuric or psychic vitality to
exteriorise from some subjects, carrying the same sensibility
and motricity which it presents when functioning within
the organism, and produce therewith phenomena similar to
those called mediumistic, or spiritualistic, or psychical, or
magical.
And in this association it must be noted that a similar
confusion has arisen among the schools interesting them
selves in the study of this class of phenomena, as exists
among the metaphysical psychologists, with regard to the
use of the term ‘ psyche ’ and its compounds. In England,
France, and America separate societies exist, all studying
the same phenomena, yet describing them as spiritualistic
on the one hand and as psychical on the other, thus
repeating in their domain the same confusion as that already
existing among the analysts of purely mental precesses. Other
societies exist, studying another branch of phenomena pro
duced by means of the same energy, and yet preferring the
definition of magical. While, as already pointed out, other
schools exist, limiting their experimentation within specified
fields, who study certain aspects of the phenomena pro
ducible by this psychic force, under the denominations of
mesmerists, hypnotisers (themselves including two rival
schools), and psycho-physiologists.
This confusion in the use of terms demonstrates confusion
in the conceptions with regard to the subject matter dealt
with, as looseness in terms implies looseness in thinking. But
it is evident that the human mind when basing itself upon
the analysis of the processes occurring in the organism, or of
the discursive thought process, cannot form a true estimate
of the a priori precedential causes of these phenomena, or of
problems transcending those belonging to the nature and
relations of the facts of human consciousness, or empirical
psychology.
Modern idealism identifies spirit with self-consciousness
or with the unifying, identifying, and transcending element
in self-consciousness. It identifies substance with self
consciousness. It consequently attributes all reality to
spirit and ignores soul. But it has been the endeavour of
this exposition to show that self-consciousness is impossible
apart from a process entailing reaction, and consequently
implies a dual element, positive and negative, t.e., spirit and
soul, or thought and substance, self and not-self; that soul
is the negative, substantial element in man, the sentient,
conscious ground of reaction in thinking; the basis in which
these reactions are registered and stored. It is consequently
identical with mind, as will be further illustrated. And it
is this identity that explains why the same term, psyche,
has come to be used as pertaining to mind as well as to
soul; to mental as well as to psychic, i.e., substantial pheno
mena. And it is because of the non-realisation of the dual
unity implicit in thinking or self-consciousness, that spirit
has come to be viewed as thought by some, as vitality by
others, and again as both by others; as a single, simple
unity, instead of one aspect in a dual-unity.
(7*o be continued.)
Thl Late Dean Vaughan—-Curious Phenomenon.—

The ‘Westminster Gazette’ states that a curious natuial
memorial of the late Dean Vaughan on the wall of Llandaff
Cathedral has been attracting much attention. On March
20th, a number of people were arrested by the outline of the
Dean’s features in profile, which they thought they detected
amongst the damp stains on the wall at the left (on entering)
side of the cathedral’s west door. When the artist of the
‘ Western Mail ’ visited the place later in the week he was
able to catch the outline, and has reproduced it in an illustra
tion. Subsequently the high winds dried the damp
considerably, and the outline was no longer visible. It
appeara, therefore, that the curiosity is only apparent in
certain moist conditions of the atmosphere.
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‘PALE GREEN WITH ENVY.’
‘Intelligence,’ tho literary representative of p||j|0
sophical occultism in New York, makes an announcement
which turns us pale green with envy. It appears as an
‘ Editorial Comment ’:—
The growth of interest in the movement represented
by this periodical has demonstrated the fact that the quarters
heretofore occupied, though liberal in the beginning, have
become inadequate for thorough work in all the various lines
of action desirable to maintain for the good of the cause.
Its publishers, therefore, with an eye to the requirements
both of the magazine and the interested public, have secured
a long lease of liberal and advantageous premises, at No.465
Fifth Avenue, in a new building with all modern equip
ments. The location is one of the most beautiful as well as
convenient in New York City, for this enterprise, which ineludes a book and publication business,library,reading-rooms,
halls for class-teaching and lecturing, appointments for
meeting friends, Ac., where the largest, handsomest, and best
appointed office and store yet established in the interests of
this cause will be maintained, thoroughly up-to-date, and
meeting every requirement of all branches of the AdvanceThought movement. Nothing important has been omitted,
and new features will be added as fast as the growing
requirements of a developing cause make such desirable.
Agreeable attendants will always be in charge of the
Library, Reading-Booms, Lecture-Rooms and Store, and
interested persons will always be welcome.
We take pleasure in editorially making this announce
ment to our readers, and trust that all friends of the new
movement in any of its phases will give the publishers at
least one personal call.
On another page, we find the following:—
On our new premises we have, for evening lectures, a fine
hall, high studded, perfect ventilation, electric light, steam
heat, swift elevator, and all appointments first class. Seating
capacity 300.
The schedule of dates for the season is now open.
Also, we have a beautiful front room that may be engaged
for small audiences, classes, and teaching purposes, morning,
afternoon, or evening, throughout the year.
Applications for either of these premises should be entered
at once. Apply on the premises.
We have admitted the ‘ pale green,’ and we feel sure
that even the sternest recording angel will omit to put
down, or will, on consideration, blot out, any record as to
the ‘ envy.’ Think of London: and then think of oar
premises and machinery 1 Perhaps someone is going to
leave us the necessary money in his will. Would it not bo
far better to do it now, and have the pleasure of seeing the
wheels go round ?

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
‘ The World’s Advance Thought.’ U.S.A.: Mrs. Lucy A,
Mallory, Portland, Oregon.
‘ Chats with Pioneers of Modern Thought.’ By F. J. Gould.
London: Watts & Co., 17, Johnson’s-court, Fleet-street
Price 2s. 6d.
‘ The Messenger.’ A spiritualistic monthly magazine. No. 1.
Australia: Mrs. M. A. Bedfern, 108, Blyth-street, Bruns
wick, Victoria. Price 3d.
‘ Breathings of the Angel’s Love and Stories of Angel Life.'
Compiled by James Macbeth. London: Began Paul,
Trench, Triibner A Co., Charing Cross-road, W.C.
‘ Did Charles Bradlaugh Die an Atheist ? ’ By bis daughter,
Hypatia Bbadlaugh Bonner. London: A. A H. B.
Bonner, 1 A 2, Took’s-court, Chancery-lane, EC.
Price Id.
‘A Year-Book of Good Counsel.’ Homilies in Little from
Day to Day Throughout the Year. By the author of
1 From Overthe Tomb,’Ac. London: John Bale A Sons,
Limited, 85, Great Titchfield-street, W. Price 3s. net
‘ The Humanitarian,’ for April, contains : ‘ Women in Jour
nalism, an Interview with Mrs. Meynell’; ‘The Art of
Dying ; ‘ Polygamy and Islam ’; ‘ The Training of Mid
wives ’; ‘ Ju Ju-ism in West Africa ’; ‘ Problems of Popu
lation ’; Ac. London : Hutchinson A Co., 34, Paternoster
row, E.C. Price Gd.
‘Modern Astrology',’ for April, contains: ‘Calendar for
April’; ‘Mundane Predictions’; ‘The Art and Practice
of Directing’; ‘Some Inner Teachings of Christ’; ‘The
Journal of the Astrological Society, with Report of tho
Annual Meeting ’; Ac. London : W. Foulsham A Co., 4,
Pilgrim-street, E.C. Price Is.
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Bode’s law ; and if the second extra-Neptunian planet obeys
the new law, its periodic revolution would be six hundred and
(Continued from page 153.)
sixty years, and its solar distance 8,800 million miles, and
not ‘over 10,000million miles,’ as Mr. Sinnett claims.
In the‘Secret Doctrine’ Madame Blavatsky writes : ‘The
But this latest theosophical revelation is by no means
true Eastern occultist will maintain that, whereas there are
new: Mr. Harris has taught] it (and more) for many years,
many yet undiscovered planets in our system, Neptune does
though Theosophists have given him no credit for his dis
not belong to it; his apparent connection with our Sun, and
covery. From the ‘ Epic of the Starry Heaven,’ in 1854, to
the influence of .the latter upon Neptune, notwithstanding.
the ‘Wisdom of the Adepts,’ in 1884, he has repeatedly taught
This connection is mayam’c, imaginary, they say. . . .
that there are not eleven, but twelve, principal planets in our
Nor do the two last discovered great planets depend
solar system. This number agrees with the number of
ontirely on the Sun like the rest of the planets. Otherwise,
Zodiacal Signs, and hence is more likely to be true than the
how explain the fact that Neptune receives nine hundred
theosophic numeration of eleven, which, by the way, is the
times less light than our earth, and Uranus three hundred
Qabalistic number of the Qliphoth 1 In the ‘ Wisdom of the
and ninety times less ; and that their satellites show a
Adepts’he first mentions the intra-Mercurial planet (see par.
peculiarity of inverse rotation found in no other planets of
867). It is true that some astronomers have conjectured the
the solar system ? ’ (I., 102,575). This view w;is also endorsed
existence of this planet, and called it Vulcan; but others
by the late Mr. W. Q. Judge, who told me in 1888 that the
have denied the probability of its existence. During the
Mahatmas denied that these two planets belonged to our
totality of the solar eclipse of May 6th, 1883, Trouvelot
solar system, wherefore he always ignored them in his
noticed a brilliant red star, which is not now to be found in
astrological calculations ! The absurdity of this hypothesis
the place he assigned to it. This might have been Vulcan,
is shown by the fact that Leverrier and Adams predicted,
or possibly our second moon discovered by Waltemath (see
almost simultaneously, the exact spot where Neptune would
the ‘ Globe,’ February 7th, 1898); but Palisa declared that on
be discovered, their calculations being based on the accepted
the occasion of that eclipse there was no object visible,
laws of astronomy.
brighter than the fifth magnitude, which was not a wellBut in the ‘Growth of the Soul ’ Mr. Sin nett declares on
known star; and Trouvelot himself reserved his conclusions
Mahatmic authority that not only do the eight great planets
concerning the nature of this celestial body. But in the
known to astronomers revolve round our sun, but that there
‘ Times ’ of September 28 th, 1888, Mr. B. G. Jenkins, F.R.A.S.,
are three others—one within the orbit of Mercury, and two
states that he has proved, by astro-meteorological calcula
beyond that of Neptune. Of these latter two he says:
tions, the existence 2of such a planet, having a synodical
‘ One of them may ultimately be discovered by ordinary
period of fifty-two days.
means; the outermost lies far beyond the range of physical
/Is for the extra-Neptunian planets, as early as 1858 Mr.
instruments. . . . The two outer planets are at dis
Harris stated in the ‘ Arcana of Christianity,’ that there were
tances from the centre of the system which continue to
not only two, but three, such planets. ‘ There is a planet
observe what is called in astronomy “ Bode’s law.” Thus,
beyond the orbit of Oceanus in our system, which I was
without having yet discovered either of them, we know that
permitted to visit; and which, from the peculiar genius of
the radius of the orbit in which the outermost of all is
its people, may be called Melodia. There are two other
moving, is something over 10,000 million miles’ (pp. 271-2).
planets beyond it of similar peculiarities in essentials, but
Bode’s law is best understood by the following table;
very different in particulars ’ (par. 531). In his pamphlet,
the proportionate distance of the earth from the sun being
‘ T. L. Harris, the Seer,’ ‘ Respire ’ has quo ted much concern
represented by 10:—
ing this remarkable planet. In the ‘ Arcana,’ Mr. Harris
describes very fully the inhabitants of the planet beyond
Melodia (see. pars. 607-18); he gives it the symbolic name of
Planets
JI. F. E.
JI. 21.
<S‘.
U.
Polyhymnia, but it must not be confounded with the asteroid
to which astronomers have given that name. The third
Geometrical 1 0
extra-Neptunian planet he only mentions, but does not
3
12 24 48 96 192
6
Series
J
describe.
Thus, without being a pupil of a Tibetan Mahatma—
4
4
4
+4 ............ 4
4
4
4
4
Tibet is in bad odour just now, since the report of Mr.
Lander’s torture by the inhuman devils of that country—
Resultant 1 4
Mr. Harris has not only anticipated some recent theosophical
52 100 196
28
7
10
16
Distances J
revelations and some recent scientific discoveries, but he
has ‘ gone one better.’
Actual
)
Let astronomers look out for Melodia in, or about,
Distances j 3'9 7'2 10 15'2 — 52 95’4 191'8
Taurus 24°.
E. W. Berkidge, M.D.
In the ‘Popular Handbook and Atlas of Astronomy,’ by
48, Sussex-gardens, Hyde Park, W.
Mr. William Peck, F.R.S.E. and F.R.A.S., published in 1890,
we read: ‘ According to calculations it was supposed that
Neptune revolved at a distance nearly twice that of Uranus
Jubilee of Spirit Phenomena.—Mr. J. Enmore Jones
in accordance with the law. . . . Bode’s law, though
writes: I think it desirable to state in the interest of
historical
accuracy that the late Miss Katie Fox, of America,
approximately accurate for all the other planets, entirely
when residing with my family at Enmore Park, informed me
failed in the case of Neptune ; and, instead of revolving at
that it was on April 1st, 1848, that she first heard the sounds,
double the distance of Uranus, the new planet made a com
and responded by putting questions to, and received answers
plete circuit of its orbit in nearly double the period of
from, the ethereal persons who produced the tappings.
Uranus’ revolution. Neptune, therefore, revolves round the
Marylebone Association.—Asocial gathering of members
sun at an average distance of about thirty times that of our
and friends of this association will be held at the French
earth, or over 2,800 millions of miles, and in a period of
Drawing Room, St. James’s Hall (entrance in Piccadilly),
on Monday next, April 4th, at 7.30 p.m. Tickets (including
about 164 years ; instead of 3,600 millions, or 217 years re
refreshments), Is. each, will be forwarded by any of the
spectively, as it would have done if obeying Bode’s law’
following ladies and gentlemen upon receipt of P.O. and
(p. 59).
stamped addressed envelope: Miss Rowan Vincent, 31,
It would be unwise to dogmatise as to whether all the
Gower-place, W.C. J Miss Florence Morse, Morse’s Library,
undiscovered planets of our solar system obey this law; but
26, Osnaburgh-street, Euston-road, N.W.; Mrs. Everitt,
Lilian Villa. Holders-liill, Hendon, N.W.; Mr. A. J. Sutton,
it does apply to the first extra-Neptunian planet. In the
Woburn House, 82, Upper Woburn-place, W.C.; Mr. W. T.
same work, p. 60, Mr. Peck calculates ‘from the'movements
Cooper, 82, East-street, Marylebone-road, W.; also of the
of certain comets ’ that this planet is about 4,-100 million
hon. sec. at the Sunday meetings.
miles from the sun, round which it revolves in about three
hundred and thirty years; and this is only two years more
Bloomsbury and Vicinity.—‘ Light ’ may always be ob
than double the periodic time of Neptune. Mr. Sinnett is,
tained of Mackenzie <fc Co., SI, Endell-street, Shaftesburvavenue.
therefore, in error in stating that all these planets obey
the contradictions of theosophy.
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THEODORA—A STORY.

From an Indian Journal.—‘Awakened India.’

Once upon a time there was a very kind and charitable
woman called Theodora. She loved everyone and was always
striving to help the poor and needy, and to teach little
children, and nurse the sick and helpless. One day she felt
that all she could do was so little, and that there was so much
suffering in the world and so much work to be done that all
her efforts seemed of no avail, and she felt discouraged and
said to herself, ‘ I am of no use in this great sea of human
misery, all I can do is of so little avail, I shall never be able
to be of much help to these poor people.’ As she sat alone,
mournfully thinking these sad thoughts, she fell asleep and
dreamed. In her dream she found herself in a vast studio
where there were hundreds and thousands of pictures. What
appeared strange to her was that not one was finished, but
they were all in varying stages of completion. Some stood on
easels and were covered from sight by white cloths thrown
over them, but the larger number stood on the floor, or were
ranged around the walls in endless confusion. As Theodora
stood there silent, and wondering what all these covered
canvases could contain,an old man—tall, stately and beautiful
—entered the studio. He did not seem to notice Theodora,
but went at once to one of the easels and uncovering the pic
ture standing on it, began to paint. He only gave it a few
touches, however, and then, carefully covering it again, he
went to the next easel and repeated the process. After
silently watching the old man for some time, Theodora
approached him, and encouraged by his kind and benignant
countenance, she ventured to ask him, ‘ What are you doing,
sir?’ The old man turned towards her with a bright smile
and said in sweet and gentle tones, ‘I am the artist
of the King of Kings. All these are portraits of His
children, who are made in His likeness. As they grow more
and more to resemble their Father in Heaven through love
and devotion to Him and through pure and holy living, I
gradually paint their portraits, adding here a touch and
there a touch, until the likness is complete. Then the finished
picture is taken away from here and hung in the palace of
the King of Kings to be with him for evermore. These pictures
on the easels are the most advanced; some are nearly done.
Those on the floor are at a standstill, waiting for the originals
to again devote themselves to the endeavour to grow like the
Father, while some are mere outlines, with not a single stroke
filled in, and many are blank canvases, waiting for even an
outline of spiritual aspiration to be drawn upon them.’
Then Theodora understood that all her struggles and all
her work were but intended to make her grow more and
more like the King her Father,—that slowly, slowly the like
ness grew, here aline,there a line, until perfection was reached.
A great peace filled her heart, and when she awoke it re
mained with her. She felt happy and encouraged to persevere
with her efforts to help others, feeling sure all the while that
her likeness to the Father in Heaven was slowly growing,
under the faithful hands of the great artist to the King of
Kings.
H.

SOCIETY WORK.
East London Spiritualists’Association, Liberal Hall,
Forest Gate.—On Sunday last Mr. Peters gave an instruc

tive and profitable address, coupled with good clairvoyance,
which was much appreciated by those present.—J .Humphry.
Ethical Institute, 277, Battersea Park-road.—
Next Sunday morning, at 11 a.m., discussion ; evening, at 7.
Wednesday, 6th inst., our usual monthly tea and meeting;
tea at 6.30; tickets, 6d. each.—E. Hodder.
193, Bow-road, Bow.—On Sunday last Miss Findlay
gave an address under control, also successful psychometry;
Messrs. Harris and Webb also spoke. Next Sunday, Mrs.
Weedemeyer, clairvoyance.—H.H.
Bristol Spiritualistic Society, 24, Upper Maudlin
street.—On Sunday last Mr. Harris, of Cardiff gave, under
control, a fine address on the value of Spiritualism. At the
close a description of a spirit was given, which was readily
recognised by several persons.—J. Hill.
33, Gp.ove-lane, Camberwell, S.E.—On Sunday last Mrs.
Holgate’s guide dealt with the subject of ‘Spiritual Gifts
and their Value to Mankind.’ At the after circle clairvoyant
descriptions were given. Healing, by Mr. Lambden. Next
Thursday,at 7,30p.m., public circle—H. F. F.
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Stratford Society of Spiritualists, Martin-stref,
Hall, Stratford, E.—On Sunday last, Mr. Webb’s address

on ' Intolerance ’ was most instructive. The recitation !>»
Miss Alice Burrows was well received. Noxt Sunday,
Davies.—J. Bainbow, Cor. Sec.
Islington Spiritualist Society, Wellington Ham
Upper-street, Islington.—On Sunday last Mr. Bronchloy

gave an address on ‘ As we sow, so shall wo reap }{]/
Brenchley also addressed the meeting. Next Sunday, at
7 p.m., Mr. Brenchley. Thursday, at 8 p.m., circle, for mem
bers only; medium, Mrs. Brenchley.—C.D.C.
East London Spiritualists’ Association (formerly
Stratford Society of Spiritualists), Workman’s Hall, Wjsi
Ham-lane.—On Sunday last Mr. Sherwood delivered a
lecture on 1 Animal Magnetism and its Healing Power.’ Mr.
Sutcliffe gave some readings in palmistry. Next Sunday
Mr. Whyte (‘ Evangel’).—T. R. McCallum.
Welcome Hall, 218, Jubilee-street, Mile End.—On
Sunday last the meeting was taken by Miss Marsh, whoso
clairvoyance was excellent, ns usual, fifteen descriptions out
of sixteen being recognised. Sunday next, at 6.30 p.m.,
Mr. Sloane. Thursday, at 8 p.m., public sdance—E. Flint,
Secretary.
Battersea Park-road, Temperance Hall,
grove.—On Sunday last, we were pleased

Doddinoton-

to welcome
‘ Evangel ’ (Mr. Whyte), who delivered an excellent address.
Next Sunday we open at our new hall, in Henley-street,
Battersea Park-road, when, among others, Mrs. BussellDavies has promised to be with us. Cordial welcome to
all.—W. S.
North London Spiritualists’ Society, 14, Stroud
Green-road, Finsbury Park.—On Sunday last good
meetings were held in the morning, afternoon, and evening;
at the latter Messrs. Brooks, Thompson, Clegg, and Hewitt
spoke on mediumship and phenomena as related to the
Lyceum movement. Next Sunday at 11.30 a.m., 3 and 7
p.m.—T. B.
Edmonton Spiritualist
lane.—On Wednesday last

Society, Beech Hall, Hyde-

Miss Marsh gave us some excel
lent clairvoyance. On Sunday last our president gave his
first experience in Spiritualism, followed by an address by
Mr. Dailey’s control on ‘ Spiritualistic Phenomena and its
Complications.’ Next Sunday, at 7 p.m., Miss MacCreadie,
clairvoyance. Next Thursday, at 8 p.m., Mrs. Helyer.—
A. G. Dalley, Cor. Sec.
Hackney Society of Spiritualists, Manor Rooms>
Kenmure-road, Mare-street, N.E.— On Sunday evening

last Mr. J. Swindlehurst gave an excellent address, exhort
ing the brethren of Hackney to keep the flag of spiritual
progress unfurled. Mrs. Hellier gave excellent clairvoyance,
&c. On Sunday next, at 6.45 p.m., an old worker, wellknown in the Cause, will address the meeting. Wednesday,
circle as usual.—H. Brooks, Sec.
Spiritualists’ Lecture Rooms, 73, Becklow-boad.
Shepherd’s Bush, W.—On Sunday last Mr. Bradley delivered
an able address, which was attentively listened to by the
audience, followed by psychometry. Next Sunday, -at
6.30 p.m., Mr. Peters. ‘ Light ’ on sale. A tea meeting and
musical evening will be held on Good Friday; tickets. 9d.
each, may be obtained of the Hon. Sec., 72, Askew-road,
Shepherd’s Bush.—M. E. Chaplin, Hon. Sec.
Cavendish Rooms, 51, Mortimer-strbbt, W—An
address of quite exceptional power and merit was delivered
by the inspirers of Mr. G. H. Bibbings at these rooms on
Sunday evening last. The title, ‘ I appeal unto Ctesar,’ gave
scope for some remarks concerning the Bible and Spirit
ualism, and Science and Spiritualism—some people’s ‘Ciesar,’
said the speaker, being the- Bible, whilst others preferred to
‘appeal unto' science. Miss Bessie Jones sang Cowen's
setting of Longfellow’s ‘ Psalm of Life ’ with artistic feeling
and expression. Next Sunday, at 7 p.m., Mr. J. J. Morse,
trance address, ‘ Man's Debt to the Dead.’—L. II.
Cardiff Society of Spiritualists, St. John’s Hall.—

On Sunday last we had the pleasure of a visit from Mr. IV.
Phillips, Nottingham. The morning address upon ‘ Psychic
Science’ was an earnest plea for self-knowledge, self-pos
session. self-command, and for development of spiritual life.
The achievement of these, unlike the physical sciences, does
not depend necessarily upon intellectual acumen or
scholastic attainments The earnest student, desiring to get
close to the great verities of existence, will see behind the
tippings, the rappings, the materialised hands, or any of the
external phenomena of Spiritualism, realising with the
divine intuitions of the soul that these are but pussing indi
cations of the great tide of being which throbs and pulsates
in the unseen realm of causes and potentialities. The overl
ing address—subject, ‘The Unknown God’—was an able
and eloquent effort. We wish Mr. Phillips all the success and
encouragement he so fully merits. Speaker next Sunday, at
6.30 p.m., Mr. Geo, Harris.—E. A.
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Co-operative Hall, Braemar-road, Canning Town.—
Ou Bunday morning last, Mr. Clegg in the chair, Mr.
Swindlehurat addressed the meeting in his usual effective
manner. Questions were invited, and answered to the satis
faction of those concerned. Next Sunday, at 7 p.m., Mr. Shaw
and Mr.Kiohardson;atl0.30a.m.,Lyceum and musical lessons;
afterwards continuation of discussion, ‘ Will Power.’ Monday,
at 8 p.m., inquiries.
Tuesday, at 8 p.m., members’ develop
ing circle.
Thursday, at 8 p.m., open meeting, various
speakers of the society.—T.K.

South London Spiritualists’ Mission, Surrey Masonic
Hall, Camberwell New-roatj, S.E.—On Sunday morning
we had a good attendance at the public circle. Tho questions
asked showed that interest in our cause is on the increase.
At our evening service one of our loader’s guides, ‘ Edgar B.,’
gave us a fine address on ‘The Message and the Man.’ Mr.
W. E. Long conducted the after circle, when his guides
expressed cheerful hopes regarding the progress that
{Spiritualism would make throughout the land within a
short period. On Sunday morning, at 11 a.m., public circle ;
at 3 p.m., children’s Lyceum ; at 6 p.m., lending library ; at
6.30 p.m., Mr. W. E. Long, ‘ The Death of Jesus ’; at 8 p.m.,
after service, circle for members only. On Easter Monday,
Jubilee evening social party. Tickets, Gd. each, of Mr. W.
E. Long, 12, Lowth-road, Camberwell, S.E.—Verax.

Sheffield Psychological Institute.—There was a good
attendance at the Channing Hall, on Thursday night, 2-1.th
ult., to hear a lecture from Mr. Walter Appleyard on
‘Spiritualism.’ The Rev. J. E. Manning presided, and ex
plained that the lecture was prepared at the request of a few
members of the council of the Literary and Philosophical
Society. Spiritualism Mr. Appleyard defined as the science
and philosophy of the soul, the serious and devout study of
man’s higher or spiritual nature. Its teachings presented to
man a clearer conception of creative purpose, and enlarged
the horizon of his mental and spiritual perceptions, revealing
to him the fundamental principles of constructive energy
operating throughout Nature in perfect harmony with his
highest ideal of divine wisdom. Mr. Appleyard went on to
give his experiences of mediumship. Four years ago he
obtained an interview with Mrs. Russell-Davies, and came
away with profound impressions that changed the whole
current of his inner life.
He had ori innumerable, occasions
heard mediums speak in strange tongues inspired or con
trolled by foreign spirits, and hold intelligent conversation,
while clairvoyants have been able to discern and describe
them minutely. Following Mr. Appleyard’s lecture, questions
were put and answered, and afterwards, on the motion of
Mr. Harry Fisher, a vote of thanks was accorded.

researches in the phenomena
OF SPIRITUALISM.
By SIR WILLIAM CROOKES, F.R.S.
Embodying the following Treatises reprinted from the ‘ Quarterly
Journal of Science.’
Contents : Spiritualism Viewed in the Light of Modern Science;
Experimental Investigation of a New Force, some further experi
ments on Psychic Force. With sixteen Illustrations and Diagrams,
proving beyond all doubt the reality of the Phenomena.
• Psychic Force and Modern Spiritualism.’ A reply to the ‘ Quarterly
Review ’ and other critics, to which is added Correspondence upon
Dr. Carpenter’s asserted Refutation of the Author’s Experimental
Proof of the Existence of a hitherto Undetected Force, with two
Illustrations.
‘Notes of an Inquiry into the Phenomena called Spiritual, during the
years 1870-8.’ To which are added three letters, entitled ‘ Miss
Florence Cook's Mediumship,’ ‘ Spirit-forms,’ and ‘ The Last of
“ Katie King ”'; the photographing of ‘ Katie King ' by the aid of
tho Electric Light. With sixteen Illustrations of appliances for
the scientific demonstration of the genuineness of the Phenomena,
including Portiait of Mr. D. D. Home holding tho accordion under
the table while it was being played on by the agency.
Large8vo, handsome ornamented cloth, gilt, 6s. id. post free.

Office

of

‘ Light,’ 110, St. Martin’s Lane, W.C.

'The Coming Day’

(.John Page Hopps’

JL Monthly) : for tho advocacy of tho Religion of Humanity, baaed
on tho pormanont foundations of the Fatbarhood of God and tlm Brother
hood of Mun. Price Bd.—London : Williams 4 Norgato, Ilonrietta-street,
Oovenl Gurdon. Ono copy will bo regularly sent to any addreaa for
8s. Gd. a year.

<

ilosophical Journal;’ founded in 1865.

Devoted to Spiritual Philosophy and Phonomona, Rational
Religion and Psychical Research. Thomas G. Newman, Editor and
Publisher. Terms. Gs. Gd. a year,post paid to any part of tho world.—
Station B., San Francisco, Cal, U.S.A. English Agent: J. J. Morse,
26, Osna burgh-street, Euston-road, London, N.W.

‘ The Two Worlds; ’ the People’s popular
j| Penny Spiritual paper. Edited by E. W. Wallis. Sent post free,
to now readers for twenty-four weeks for 2s, Gd. Tho ‘Two Worlds’ is
devoted to the phenomena and philosophy of Spiritualism. It con
tains a complete chronicle of the movement in Great Britain, and has an
able staff of contributors. Specimen copies
post free. Published
at 18, Corporation-street, Manchester. Bold at 8piritualisi«* meetings,
and by all newsvendors to order.

‘ The Lyceum Banner : ’ a monthly journal
JL for Conductors, Leaders, and Members of the Children'a Progres
sive Lyceum. Edited by J. J. Morhr, assisted by Florence Morse.
All who desire to know the work the Lyceum is doing for the diffusion of
Spiritualism among the young should read the * Lyceum Banner.’ Id., or
Is. 6d. per year, post free. Special terms to Lyceums. Issued for the
first Sunday in each month at Florence House, 26, Osnaburgh-street,
Euston-road, London, N.W.

‘ Danner of Light: ’ the oldest journal in the

JLJ world devoted to the Spiritual Philosophy. Issued weekly at 9,
Bosworth-street, corner Province-street, Boston, Mass. President, Isaac
B. Rich ; Editor, Harrison D. Barrett. Aided by a large corps of able
writers. The ‘ Banner ’ is a first-class family newspaper, embracing a
Literary Department; Reports of Spiritual Lectures; Spirit Message
Department; Reports of Spiritual Phenomena, and Contributions by the
most talented writers in the world, 4c., 4c. Terms of subs< notion, in
advance, to any foreign country embraced in the Universal Postal Union :
per year, 12s. Gd.; six months, 6s. Gd. J. J. Morse, 26, Osnaburgh-Htreet,
Euston-road, London, N.W., will receive subscriptions for the * Banner of
Light * as above. Specimen copies sent free for one pen or stamp.

REMAINDERS OF BOOKS FOR SALE.
THE HAUNTED HOMES AND FAMILY TRADITIONS
of Great Britain. By John H. Ingram. Illustrated. Published st
78. Gd.; handsome cloth, 640pp., 4s., post free.

WAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A SPIRITUALIST? or, Curious
Revelations from the Life of a Trance Medium. By Mrs. Nettie
Colburn Maynard. Together with Portraits, Letters, and Poems.
Illustrated with Engravings and Frontispiece of Lincoln, from Car
penter’s portrait from life. (‘This book should be widely read’—
‘Light.’ • A valuable and important historical book.’—‘M.A. Oxun. )
Cloth, 264pp. New copies. 4s. Gd., post free.
THE GHOST WORLD. By T. F. Thiselton Dyer. Contains
chapters on The Soul’s Exit at Death, Why Ghosts Wander, Phantom
Birds, Animal Ghosts, liaising Ghosts, Ghost Laying, Second Sight,
Compacts between the Living and Dead, Miners’ Ghosts, Tho Ban
shee, Phantom Dress, Haunted Houses and Localities, Checks and
Spells against Ghosts, Spirit-haunted Trees, Ghosts and Hidden
Treasures, Phantom Music and Sounds, &c. A valuable book. Pub
lished at 10b. Gd. Bound in cloth, 448pp., 6s., post free.

Office of ‘Light,’ 110, St. Martin’s Lane, W.C.

LIFE IN THE UNSEEN.
By John Page Hopps.
DEATH A DELUSION.

Personal Experiences on tho

Borderland between Sense and Soul. Second edition. Ono Shilling.

A SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF BELIEF IN A FUTURE
LIFE. Third edition. Sixpence.

S. SAINSBURY’S

Lavender Water.
From English Lavender Flowers, and most choice and delicate scents.

PESSIMISM, SCIENCE, AND GOD.

Spiritual Solu-

tions of Pressing Problems. One Shilling.

IS SALVATION POSSIBLE AFTER DEATH 1

New

edition ; with Mr. Gladstone’s Remarks, and a Reply. Sixpence.

SPIRITUALISM

IN

TIIE

OLD

TESTAMENT.

Twopence.

Manufactory: 176, 177, STRAND, LONDON.
Sold throughout the Country in Bottler Jrom Is. to 16s. 6d.
BajABiisHSD ovkb Half a Cbntvby.

London:

WILLIAMS <!t NORGATE; and all Booksellers.

Post free from the Author (216, South Norwood-hill, Loadoa), «ho
will also send the who*e of the above to any part of the world for to.

iv

LIGHT.

NATIONAL

CELEBRATION
OF

THE

ST. JAMES’S HALL, MANCHESTER.

Grand Demonstration
GOOD FRIDAY, April 8lh, 1898.

Spiritualist National Federation

At 4 p.m.,

International fancy fair

ON

A Monstr e Tea Party,
TO BE FOLLOWED

GRAND BAZAAR
AND

IN THE

LESSER ST. JAMES’S HALL, OXFORD 8TREET

At 6 p.m., by

MANCHESTER,

A Mass Meeting.
Chairman: E.W.WALLIS, Esq. |
Editor The Two Worlds, and President of the National
Federation Conference.
SPEECHES WILL BE DELIVERED BY

Mrs. ELLEN GREEN (Manchester). Mi's. M. A. STAIR.
Mr. G. H. BIBBINGS, B.A.
Mr. WALTER HOWELL.
Mr. S. S. CHISWELL.
Mr. J. J. MORSE.
Mr. J. SWINDLEHURST.
Songs by:—
Mlle. Allane French (Preston).

Miss A. Murray.
Miss E. Plant.
Miss Ada Standen (Liverpool).
Glee by the Kapellmeister Glee Singers.

IN AID OF PROPAGANDA FUNDS.

On Good Friday, at 12 (noon),
OPENED BY

MRS. EMMA HARDINGE BRITTEN.
Chairman - JOHN LAMONT, Esq. (Liverpool),
[To Season and Tea Ticket Holders.]

Saturday, April 9th, at 2 p.m.,
GRAND PUBLIC OPENING BY

Rev. JOHN PAGE HOPPS,
London, Editor of ‘The Coming Day.’

Chairman - - - S. S. CHISJVELL, Esq. (Liverpool).
TICKETS, Is. 6d. ;

TICKETS For Tea and Mass Meeting, Is.; Children under
12, 8d.; Including Admission to Bazaar, Is. 6d.; Children
under 12, for Tea and Bazaar, Is. Mass Meeting only, Cd.
To be had at the Spiritualist Meeting Rooms, or ‘The Two
Worlds’ Office, 18, Corporation Street.

EASTER SUNDAY,
A. GRAND UNITED LYCEUMS DEMONSTRATION.
At 2 p.m.,

A Procession

Chairman: J. J. MORSE, Esq.,
Editor Lyceum Baumer.

Public Spiritual Service.
Chairman; S. S. CHISWELL, Esq.
(OF LIVERPOOL).

Ten minute ADDRESSES will be given by
Mrs. EMMA II. BRITTEN,
Mrs. M. H. WALLIS,
Mr. J. ARMITAGE,
Mr. W. JOHNSON,
Mr. J. J. MORSE,
Mr. J. B. TETLOW,
and Mr. E. W. WALLIS.

FREE,

■ -4 hv Tur Priai

Monday,

Opened at 2 p.m.

Chairman - JOSEPH ARMITAGE, Esq. (Dewsbury).
TICKETS, is.

Tuesday, April 12th, at 3 p.m.,
J. J. MORSE, Esq., London.
Editor of ‘Lyceum Ban nor.’

Chairman ■ JOHN VENABLES, Esq. (IValsall).
Tickets, Is. each. After 0 p.m., 6d.
Season Tickets (including admission on Good Friday) 2s. 0(1.

„

„

Children under twelve

-

-

-Is.6d.

SOUVENIR PROGRAMMES, SIXPENCE EACH.

At 6 p.m. A GREAT

Front Reserved Seats is.

Five, Is.

Opener :

Will be formed on the INFIRMARY FLAGS, headed by
The Manchester Pioneer Brass Band, and march to the
St. James's Hall, where exercises illustrative of Lyceum
(Sunday School) Methods will bo given.

ADMISSION

Easter

after

Second Seats fid.
COLLECTION.

Half-Hour Concerts. Dramatic Entertainments.
Exhibition (Illustrative of Spiritual Phenomena).
Vanishing Lady. Palmistry. Phrenology.
PsYOIIOMETRY AND CLAIRVOYANCE. SHOOTING GaLLBRY.

THE KAPELLMEISTER GLEE SINGERS.

The Melrose Dramatic Company.
MADEMOISELLE ALLANE FRENCH
(The Famous Lady Baritone and J nstrumenbihst).

MASTER FREI). ROC'KE, in hia celebrated Musical Melange
FRANK IIEPWORTH, Society Humorist.

For further information see Small Bills and Programme#.
Tickets can be had at ‘ The Two Worlds ’ Office, 18, Corpora'
I tion-atreet, Manchester.

